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editor’s letter
You don’t have to be a perfumista to enjoy the scents
of this season. This is unquestionably the most
fragrant time of year, from the scent of pine – which
slowly swells to fill the living room over the festive
season – to the frankincense wafted in church, the spices
in our food, the juicy citrus in the foot of our stockings.
And after reading Kasia Dunckley’s poignant article on the subject of oranges on p.58, I I’ll certainly
have a renewed appreciation of this ‘everyday’ fruit, in my role as chief Christmas Eve Stocking-stuffer.
And about that incense – and other ‘religious’ smells. In this issue, Bethan Cole looks at the role
scent has played in religion, down the millennia. (Did you know that the Egyptians believed that
perfume was actually the sweat of the sun god, Ra?) But interestingly, as Bethan reveals, religion is
now having an influence on contemporary perfume creations.
Now, we admit to being ridiculously biased – but at The Perfume Society, we believe fragrance can
be the loveliest gift of all. When you get it right, that is. So discover our carefully edited round-up
of the stocking fillers, the scented candles, the gift sets and ultra-special editions which we’d like to
receive ourselves, on p.18-31 – many of which, with their bright-coloured boxes, are as much a treat
for the eyes as for this nose, this Christmas. And on p.16, read Viola Levy on the subject of foolproof
scent-shopping for pretty much everyone on your list.
It’s time to celebrate, too, the revival of the XXL perfume. Shoulderpads are back in fashion – and
perhaps it’s no coincidence, but so are fragrances with that extra va-va-voom, as Alice duParcq reveals
on p.12. Shrinking violets definitely need not apply. (Or apply less lavishly, anyway.)
One of the perfume world’s most-loved figures shares his ‘stash’, on p.44. The 90-year-old former
President of the British Socitey perfumers, John Bailey, truly inspired us on the visit to his ‘scent shed’
with the realisation that passion for perfume need never wane.

© yellowj; Catherine CLAVERY - Fotolia.com.

We hope you’ll also enjoy a real heart-warmer of a story, on p.39. In this season of goodwill, we
share news of a scented project in East London offering opportunities for visually impaired and
otherwise disabled workers, including those suffering from mental health challenges. Soap Co. are
producing a collection of bath and bodycare which doesn’t just look good, but definitely has an extra
feel-good factor – reflecting the growing trend for fragrance brands which are also social enterprises.
How nice to think that scent can not only change our mood – but change lives, at the same time.
A thought to leave you with, as The Perfume Society wishes you the happiest, brightest – and most
gloriously fragrant – of Chrsitmasses…
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Kasia Dunckley
Polish-born Kasia, who moved to the
UK 11 years ago, says she has always
dreamed of being a writer or a teacher,
or a professional cyclist. She is some of
these things. However now as senior
manager she works in financial services
where her writer’s imagination is being
used on a daily basis as she tries to
stay ahead of the criminals and advises
others on how to prevent fraud. She is
a fraud strategy expert. (Who happens
to have a particularly fragrant brotherin-law, Thomas Dunckley – a.k.a. Candy
Perfume Boy.)

Victoire
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Victoire de Taillac is one half of the
duo (with her husband Ramdane
Touhami) of the French beauty brand
L’Officine Universelle Buly. Now living
in Paris with their three children –
where she was raised, and where a
new Buly store recently opened –the
couple have lived all over the world,
including New York, Tokyo. One of the
most stylish women we’ve ever met,
Victoire’s latest project is an exquisite
illustrated book, An Atlas of Natural
Beauty (Ebury Press).
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Spritztastic!
To kick off our annual scented gift extravaganza, Viola leVy offers expert
advice on navigating the the labyrinth that is perfume present shopping …

Despite the sable furs,
convertible, cheques, and tiffany
decorations on eartha Kitt’s purring
list to ‘santa baby’, those requests
tellingly don’t include perfume. With
fragrance shopping such a minefield,
perhaps even Ms. Kitt doubted
even good old saint Nick – the most
famous gift-giver on the planet –
would have been able to get it right.
the thought of buying perfume as
a gift is enough to strike fear into the
hearts of many. ever since it stopped
being marketed as something a
gentleman bought for his sweetheart
and became socially acceptable to
purchase for oneself, many of us
tend to shy away from choosing on
another’s behalf. it’s just so subjective.
sarah McCartney of indie perfumery
4160 tuesdays perfectly sums up this
particular quagmire: ‘buying perfume
as a gift is like introducing a friend of
a friend to your daughter, in the hope
that they’ll hit it off. they might, but
the odds are low and the potential for
awkwardness very high.’
but if you get it right, you’ll hit
it out of the ballpark in the present
stakes, as Miller harris store Manager
richard Clayforth elaborates. ‘the
very thing that scares people about
buying perfume is also the thing that
makes it such a lovely gift. that’s the
fact that it is a personal expression
of the care, attention and careful
consideration that you as friend, lover
or family member put into the choice.’
Michael Donovan, owner of
Dulwich scent boutique roullier
White, is equally evangelical.
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‘receiving a fragrance as a gift is
often a fantastic opportunity to try
something out of our comfort zone,
as we can get a little “safe’ in our
choices. but it’s also a wonderful
present because – since scent is tied
so closely to memory –it is something
that will last forever in the mind of the
wearer.’
so how should you approach
the challenge of Christmas scent
shopping? the perfume society’s cofounder, retail expert lorna McKay,
advocates a little amateur sleuthing.

“

If someone
has dropped
hints and has
named the scent
she wants - buy
that scent and
no other

”

‘snoop around! look on their shelf to
see what types of fragrance they wear.
are they drawn to fresh scents, or the
more sensuous Oriental fragrances…?
are they an outdoorsy, country-loving
type? this person might enjoy a
woody, green scent. the fragrances
they really love will be half-empty, not
full bottles.’
James Craven, expert and archivist

16 The scented LeTTer

for les senteurs perfumery agrees
with the sherlock tactics. ‘search for
clues. handbags, pockets, drawers
and the dressing table are good
places. Or smell the wardrobe. i often
retire to the stockroom and have a
quiet weep when married couples of
25 years standing admit they have
no idea what their partner wears.
unforgivable.’
if you don’t know your Carons from
your Creeds, you can even venture
online for help, as lorna explains.
‘ask fr.eD - our Virtual fragrance
Consultant at perfumesociety.org
- who can almost psychically help
choose a new fragrance for someone.
Go to “find Your Next fragrance”,
type in the name of a fragrance that
someone likes or wears – and fr.eD
will recommend six fragrances that
share either similar notes or create a
similar ambience. he is very clever!’
another tactic, James suggests is
to ask the person outright. ‘Do this
directly or indirectly, and be open to
hints along the lines of, ‘Ooh, look at
that – there’s a new hermès! it sounds
like the kind of thing i’d like...”’ On
the other hand, if someone is very
clear about what they want you to get
them, they won’t appreciate you going
rogue, stresses James. ‘if someone
has dropped hints and has named the
scent she wants - buy that scent and
no other. Don’t try to be clever and
buy something else ‘for a surprise’.
it will always be a disaster. always.’
You’ve been told.
but if you’ve got your heart set
on keeping their fragrant gift a

secret, lorna suggests a shrewd
countermove. ‘i have a friend who
writes a list of three fragrances she’d
love - and it’s still a surprise as she
doesn’t know what will be chosen for
her.’ Clever.
Or why not opt for a fragrance
‘sampler’ kit – perhaps with the
promise to buy the full-size of the
scent they fall for. ‘the way we do it
at 4160 tuesdays is to sell taster sets
with vouchers,’ says sarah McCartney,
‘so people can take their time to
choose and buy claim their favourite
later.’ sarah notes. ‘it prolongs the
joy; we all like that.’ Other ‘try before
you buy’ options include, of course,
the perfume society Discovery boxes
for men and for women (£17.50/
perfumesociety.org). penhaligon’s
Christmas Mini trade routes
Collection (£41cultbeauty.co.uk) is
also perfect for intrepid travellers –
or check out le labo Discovery set,
(£20/net-a-porter.com) if they’re into
all things chic and alternative.
but if you still want to take the
plunge with a full-size scent, Oli
Marlow of perfume boutique Jovoy
has this advice when seeking help
from sales staff. ‘Coming armed
with a few key ingredients someone

likes, or descriptive phrases about
the person, will help us offer you the
right kind of options.’ he notes how
nailing someone’s key characteristics
can say a lot about the type of scent
they would go for – so don’t be afraid
to go into detail. ‘or example, if a
customer approaches me and says ‘i
have this friend. she’s very demure.
she’s into scent. brunette. she wears
a lot of dark clothes. she’s going
to be 37. Oh, and i think she used
to wear encre Noire…’ then i know
that i have three perfumes i would
recommend explicitly – and that she’s
probably going to love Grenadille
d’afrique from aedes des Venustas.
the more information you can offer
will narrow the focus.’
and let’s not forget shopping
for perfume can be a whole lot of
fun, regardless of whether it’s for
others or yourself. Make the most
of it, as richard enthuses. ‘take the
plunge. enjoy choosing. enjoy giving.
and enjoy the quiet glow of pride
and satisfaction when you smell
your choice being worn by the
recipient and they recount tales
of compliments given.’
but before you bound
joyously off to the beauty
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Where to go scented
christmas shopping
l 4160 tuesdays
4160tuesdays.com
l the perfume society
perfumesociety.org
l Jovoy 21 conduit street, London
W1s 2Xp/jovoyparis.com
l Les senteurs 2 seymour place,
London W1h 7na/lessenteurs.com
l Liberty regent street, London
W1b 5ah/libertylondon.com
l miLLer harris (nationwide)
millerharris.com
l penhaLigons (nationwide)
penhaligons.com
l rouLLier White
125 Lordship Lane, London se22
8hu/roullierwhite.com
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nosing around
Among other breaking news, discover plenty of new additions to the retail
landscape to add to your perfume ‘bucket list’ – and some fab new brands

As The Actress said to The Tycoon
‘My, but you smell wonderful…’ Cleverly,
the new fragrance collection from St Giles
– created by perfume PR/industry insider
Michael Donovan in collaboration with
bad-boy perfumer Bertrand Duchaufour –
also focuses on how each makes you feel,
as much as how they make you smell.
From The Mechanic to The Stylist, via The
Writer, The Actress and The Tycoon, we
want to add them all our
social circle – never mind
our dressing tables…
£130 for 100ml eau de
parfum
At Selfridges

Kilian goes ooh, la, la!
Farewell, M&S. Bonjour, Kilian Hennessy’s
debut lingerie collection, which not only
looks skimpily feminine but is actually
scented – a collaboration between the
perfumer and the sexy Fleur du Mal
underwear line. The pyjamas, kimono and
skimpies are laced (in every way) with a
microencapsulated version of his delectably
sweet Love, Don’t be Shy fragrance, which
lasts for up to six washes…
£360-620 at bykilian.com
6 The scented Letter

Get your (perfume) gun

Make every day
Boxing Day

The art of the

Did you know that alongside our own fab Perfume Society Discovery
Boxes, we offer perfume houses’ own fabulous collections…? There’s
a brand for every perfumista – from the opulence of Ormonde Jayne
through to The Merchant of Venice’s The Perfumer’s Kit, which
turns anyone into a ‘nose’ (in the comfort of their own kitchen).
perfumesociety.org/SHOP

bottle

Quick-draw room freshening
from Frédéric Malle, whose
famous Perfume Guns are
being relaunched in chic
white packaging that’s now as
stunning as the scents inside.
£95 fredericmalle.com

Ormonde Jayne

We’re going bananas
for these bandanas

£48 (12 x 2ml eaux de parfum)

Cochine

ROADS

£35 (three x 8ml eaux de parfum)

£78 (10 x 4ml eaux de parfum)

Miller Harris Pour Elle and Pour Lui

Hermès like to plunder
their archives and
revisit favourite old
designs – and we
couldn’t be happier
that the perfume
bottle design
‘Les Flacons’
has been
reincarnated
for autumn/winter’s
silk bandanas…
£145 uk.hermes.com

More tea, My Lordship?
For their debut collection
of teas – sitting within the
witty and engaging Portraits
collection – Penhaligon’s
collaborated with Henrietta
Lovell (a.k.a. The Rare Tea
Lady) on two peerless brews,
Countess Dorothea (infused
with real vanilla) and Monsieur
Beauregard, a sublimely
delicate jasmine…
£38 each penhaligons.com

£70 each (three x 14ml eaux de parfum)

The Perfumer’s Kit
£70 (two bases,
six facets and the
tools you need
to create a 20ml
eau de toilette
– including travelfriendly purse
spray)
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+

Little treasures from Jo Malone London
Their miniature candle collection brings together much-loved Grapefruit,
Pomegranate Noir, Frosted Cherry & Clove, Sweet Almond & Macaroon
and Nectarine Blossom & Honey. All the best things now do come in
small parcels (or at least, glass jars).
£66 for 5 x 35g candles jomalone.co.uk

Miller Harris
makes a splash
Via a collaboration between
the British fragrance house and
fashion illustrator Julie Verhoeven,
fragrances and candles – like this
one – are available for the festive
season in brightly-coloured,
collector’s item gladrags.
From £45 for Christmas Candle
millerharris.com

All things bright and beautiful
When these have burned their last, Frédéric Malle’s stunning
Murano glass Laguna B candles (available in Café Society, Saint
des Saints, Jurassic Flower, 1er Mai and Russian Nights) will
make heavenly posy vases…
£125 each for 220g fredericmalle.com

Our cup of candle
First, burn your candle. Then
repurpose its vessel – for
drinking tea, eating an
egg, pouring soup. MEMO’s
delicately-scented candles come
in beautifully graphic china vessels
(albeit at lottery-win prices).
From 200 euros for Egg Cups
candle set (four candles) to
695 euros for Soup Tureen candle
memoparis.com
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FRAGRANCE ICONS

CHLOÉ
As she celebrates (nearly) 10 years of perfumed prettiness,
we salute this global bestselling fragrance…
Let’s get one thing straight: the
Chloé we know and love isn’t the
Chloé your mother knew and wore.
In 1975, during Karl Lagerfeld’s
tenure as their resident designer,
Chloé launched their debut
perfume – a heady, look-at-me swirl
of tuberose, jasmine, narcissus and
ylang ylang, opening with a burst of
green and an aldehydic peach.
But times move on, in fashion
and in perfume. And 10 years or so
after the original Chloé spritzed its
last, the so-hip-again Paris fashion
name unveiled the new Chloé – by
Michel Almairac and Amandine
Clerc-Marie, of Robertet. A bouquet
of fresh and powdered florals fusing
peony, lychee and freesia, magnolia,
and lily of the valley encircle the
rose which stars at its heart – all
resting on a woody-amber, musky
base, and perfectly embodying the
free spirit and elegance of Chloé’s
fashion girl-gang.
Could anyone have predicted its
stellar trajectory? Maybe not. Talk
to any perfume expert, however,
and what they’ll tell you is that
for a fragrance to be successful, it
isn’t enough for just the juice to be
great, or to have striking advertising
visual, or a fab bottle. (And with
its square shoulders, its textured
glass and jaunty ribbon at the neck,
Chloé’s is definitely that.) It’s when

all three combine perfectly – and
the whole is greater than the sum of
its parts. That’s where Chloé nailed
it, from first spritz – and that’s what
powers its mega global success.
There’s a distinctive Chloé girl
(and most of us would love to be
her, at least some of the time). A
little déshabillée, as cool as it gets,
romantic yet edgy – think chiffon
dress, paired with biker boots.
Beauties who’ve been chosen to
embody the fragrance include Dree
Hemingway (daughter of Mariel and
great-granddaughter of Ernest),
Clémence Poésy, Anja Rubik and
Chloë Sevigny – and most recently,
American actress Haley Bennett is the
latest ultra-feminine yet self-confident
name to be chosen, for the campaign

that just broke. According to
Chloé president Geoffroy de la
Bourdonnaye, ‘The Chloé girl – by
definition – is not every woman.
She is a woman who dares to be
herself… without any artifice.’
Since 2007, there have been
several spins on the original, to
delight the Chloé-lover. L’Eau
de Chloé brings us airy notes of
distilled rose water on a citrus
accord likened to ‘iced lemonade’.
Roses de Chloé is a positive swirl
of romantic, textured petals, while
in the heart of Chloé Fleur de
Parfum, that signature rose note
is given fresh green accents, a
dusting of cherry blossom and a
squeeze of red berries. And with
white rose-powered Chloé Eau de
Toilette joining the Chloé line-up,
the fragrance now ranks in the top
13 worldwide – and indeed is one
of the 10 bestsellers in countries
including Japan, Germany and Italy,
according to Women’s Wear Daily.
How best to celebrate Chloé’s
birthday, then? We suggest
stashing away one of the 10th
anniversary bottles of the beautiful
limited edition Chloé Absolu de
Parfum (see p.46) – once again
created by Michel Almairac, who
brought us the original.
And buying another, to spritz
right now…

From left: Chloe Sevigny, Haley Bennett and Dree Hemingway – all quintessentially Chloé girls
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Scent shop till
you drop...
1

Buly for Selfridges

Their first outpost was a corner of Dover
Street Market – but now L’Officine Buly 1803
are set to take Selfridges by storm with their
newest location, a show-stopping corner of
the newly-redesigned ground floor. Carved
from oak and inlaid with elm wood, with a red
marble counter, swagged in rich burgundy
velvet, this is scent-shopping as it should be.
400 Oxford Street, London W1A 1AB

1

The latest from the
Salon de Parfums
2

2017 has seen a little shake-up on the Sixth
Floor of Harrods – and the arrival of several
exciting boutiques, including a London
boutique for Bond No.9 (where Swarovskistudded special Harrods editions can be
found). Excitingly, Harrods was also chosen
for the unveiling of Floraiku (sister brand
to MEMO) – deliciously delicate scents by
Alienor Massenet and Sophie Labbé, to be
explored over a Japanese tea ceremony…
Sixth Floor, 87-135 Brompton Road, London
SW1X 7XL

2

Atkinsons goes back
to its roots
3

Well, almost. Just opened in Burlington
Arcade (‘Perfume Alley’) is their stunning
double-fronted boutique – literally a blotter’s
throw from their original home on New Bond
Street. Alongside the complete Atkinsons
line-up, check out the archive of vintage
labels – and the basement barber’s shop…
41 Burlington Arcade, London, W1J 0QJ
4

Right up our (Floral) Street

If only school had been this much fun.
Floral Street’s King Street boutique will not
only delights the senses with its blowsy
floral visuals and eight contemporary floral
creations, but invite you to explore the
accords and deepen your knowledge as you
shop. We give it an A+.
30 King Street, London WC2E 8JD

3

Tom does Covent Garden
(beautifully)
5

What can we say? Tom Ford. Beauty.
Fragrance. Covent Garden. F***ing Fabulous.
We don’t need 140 characters to share our
excitement over this.
3 The Market Building, London WC2E 8RA
4
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GO BIG OR GO HOME

THE RETURN OF

PERFUMES
We’ve had a polite run of splashy colognes and translucent skinscents. Now it’s time to get your fragrance glad rags on and party, says
Alice du Parcq, who unleashes the power perfumes of the season
I went out the other night.
Properly out. The type of ‘out’ that on
Instagram I’d call #outout. As a mother
and mother-to-be, this is definitely not
my norm. Sitting at my dressing table, I
looked pitifully at my sweet little tinted
moisturiser. ‘Sorry, my love,’ I thought.
‘It’s time for the big guns, baby.’ And
out it all came. Gloriously glow-y
full-coverage foundation, brow pencil,
four shades of toffee eyeshadow, kohl
liner, all the mascara my lashes could
carry (plus a set of falsies), highlighter,
blusher and so much bronzer I might
as well have dipped my face directly
into the compact. The final touch:
a scented swansong of Guerlain
Shalimar, the biggest, boldest, most
badass perfume in my collection.
It had to be Shalimar. All the effort
I put into my maquillage needed an
equal to see me right through to the
end of the party and beyond. It is not
my usual scent, but a desire for fleeting
mischief came over me. By day we’re
so very good at being polite with our
perfume and conforming to courtesy
12 The scented Letter

so as to not offend anyone – but
occasionally our senses need to let
their hair down. Once in a while it’s
good for the soul to spray the fattest,
most powerful scent your nose can
handle. And right now, the fragrance
world is sharing that moment.
The return of XXL perfumes is
happening right now – on the counters
of everyone from niche Atelier
Cologne and Jusbox to big players
such as Michael Kors and Tom Ford.
These new, modern power-fumes
walk into a room before you do,
unapologetically elbowing their way
to the Champagne bar to ensure you
have a jolly good night while snaking
their way through your hair and
clothes and never letting go.
Bursting through the VIP doors
is fashion designer Roland Mouret’s
first ever fragrance, Une Amourette,
for État Libre d’Orange, created by
perfumer Daniela Andrier. Like the
scented equivalent to Cindy, Claudia
and Naomi pounding the catwalk at
Versace this season, it declares: ‘This

is how you do glamour, darlings’ – and
is such a whopper of a scent that the
blotter I sprayed still smelled intensely
strong 30 hours later. ‘I wanted my
perfume to diffuse, not disappear,’ he
says of the creamy and carnal cluster
of iris, vanilla, neroli and Akigalawood
(a clear fraction of patchouli oil that’s
had the ‘wet cardboard’ murkiness
removed). ‘This is not for young
girls; this is for women who have life
experience and don’t apologise for
anything. It makes people look at you
in the eyes!’ Or, indeed, between the
thighs – which is where Roland really
wants you to spray it, he explains.
‘Amourette means “fling”; it’s the
smell of someone else on you. A
suggestion of something very private
but colossal at the same time...’
Equally strut-tastic is the mammoth
Chypre Sublime by Floral Street. ‘I
want women to spray this and awaken
their inner female goddess,’ says the
founder of this new perfume house,
Michelle Feeney. ‘It was inspired
by the glamorous Middle Eastern

“

In an era of renewed
feminist confidence, we
surely have every right
to step into a room
with an “I’ve
arrived” scented
graffiti tag

© Isaxar- Fotolia.

”

“

A big, strong fragrance can help make a first impression that
conveys genuine confidence and comfort with one’s self

women in our cities who wear beauty
with pride and who are not afraid
to exude a powerful fragrance.’ The
bombshell blend of damask rose,
violets, patchouli and geranium smells
like a bed of crushed velvet petals
with a naked, tanned Argentinian
Polo player under the duvet – totally
indecent, wildly romantic, a bit filthy
and utterly delicious. Even the most
diaphanous crew in the land are having
a diva moment. Atelier Cologne,
purveyor of the zippiest, cleanest
splashes, has launched a veritable
fur-coat-no-knickers scent called Café
Tuberosa. Think warm mocha notes of
cocoa, cardamom and vanilla with a
penetrating shot of fresh caffeine, all
swirled together with creamy tuberose.
And strong perfume is surely just as
valid a self-expression as a beautiful
tattoo or multi-pierced ear – both
highly acceptable today. ‘If you want
to stand out from the crowd you have
to be different,’ says Amy NelsonBennett, CEO at Clive Christian (the
godfather of supersized scents). ‘A
big, strong fragrance can help make a
first impression that conveys genuine
confidence and comfort with one’s
self. When I wear Psychedelic from our
new Addictive Arts collection, I walk
out into the world feeling creative,
independent and ready to conquer.’
‘There is a longing for heady,
opulent and demonstrative scents
– and I applaud it like mad!’ agrees
the eminent James Craven, perfume
archivist at Les Senteurs. ‘Dominant,
vivid – and even faintly vulgar –
perfumes are tremendous fun,
something that scent should always
be about. They celebrate the people
who wear them and boost morale. The
are all about the triumph of hope over
adversity; light at the end of the tunnel
of our difficult times.’
Which is precisely what can be
said about Michael Kors Sexy Ruby, a
punchy riot of raspberry, pulpy apricot,
steamy jasmine and sensual woods
that’s as soul-pumping as a fishbowl
cocktail on a Friday night after a
shocker of a week. More ballgown than
14 The scented Letter

Amy Nelson-Bennett

The Rich List
XXL party ’fumes for
#outout adventures…
Jusbox Feather
Supreme Dominique
Ropion lays sweet ylang
ylang and jasmine onto
a bed of musk and
labdanum.
Jo Malone London
Green Almond &
Redcurrant
A dose of cedarwood
ensures that the tart
currants and unripe
nuts cling all night long.
Valentino Donna
Noir Absolu The
richest Valentino
structure yet, this deep
Oriental blends black
pepper and rose with plum liquor
for a boozy, sticky, heady hit.
Lalique Noir
Premier Illusion
Captive Milky green
fig and warm spices in
a long, languid myrrh
and tonka base that
radiates for hours and hours.
Tom Ford Tobacco
Oud Intense Here,
the TF team has
amplified the smoky
plumes of tobacco
leaves and resinous
oudh to intoxicating new heights.
Amouroud
Agarwood Noir
A joyous, jammy pot of
apricots stuck together
by a concentrated
syrup of steamy white flowers and
smooth leather.

”

bodycon, meanwhile, is The Actress by
St. Giles, created by fragrance expert
Michael Donovan with perfumer
Bertrand Duchaufour. ‘For when you
want to make an entrance!’ insists
Michael. ‘It’s an Oriental lily with a
vanilla custard base – poised, powerful
and knowing. I was thinking of Kristen
Scott-Thomas, where it is all there
behind the eyes with keen intelligence
and passion. The Actress offers the
highest concentration in my collection
at 23%, so technically it is an extrait
and lasts for 18 hours. This is no
Cinderella fragrance that disappears at
the stroke of midnight.’
Longevity is a key factor for
Terry de Gunzburg too; spicy-sweet
fragrance Délectation Splendide has
been formulated to last on the skin
with lashings of rose, tonka bean,
tobacco and ginger – addictive,
bewitching (and detectable on every
item of clothing the following day).
These are perfumes that hit you
somewhere deep, somewhere special
that is laced with affection, because
they throw back to times when our
mothers and grandmothers got
ready to go out-out. The precious
classics – Giorgio Beverly Hills, No.5,
Mitsouko, Arpège – focused on big,
hefty molecules of orris, jasmine,
vanilla and musk, releasing a puff of
dressing table anticipation that we, as
adults, now associate with glamour,
confidence and pre-party ritual. I know
why I gravitated towards Shalimar; it’s
what my mother sprayed as I watched
her in my pyjamas, desperate to try
on her lipstick and bracelets. And it’s
my hope that among these plus-size
beauties launching right now I should
find something of my own that my
daughters can watch me spray, full
face of make-up carefully applied,
in a Pavlovian froth of date-night
exhilaration after a long day.
I want them to dance like lunatics
as I sneakily spritz a little on their hair,
like my sister and I did. I want them to
smell ‘Christmas party time’ through
me, and for scented memories to
cement in which I look truly glamorous

© Romolo Tavani - Fotolia.

GO BIG OR GO HOME

– rather than caked in fish fingers and
Play-Doh. I want them to smell me
long after I’ve left the house. (One
certain contender is By Kilian’s Woman
In Gold, a real nuzzler that radiates
with festive warmth. The edible tonka
and vanilla base is freshened up with
mandarin and bergamot, with a spicy,
syrupy, gold-leaf opulence to match
even the majestic Shalimar.)
And this instinctive pull of
glamour via perfume feels far more
empowering than any glitzy dress, too.
Personally, I couldn’t think of anything
more mortifying than stepping into a
room dressed like a giant disco ball,
all eyes on me – a sentiment echoed
by the dozens of women I know who
wear XXL perfumes.
‘I’m in my 50s and don’t want to
draw attention to myself through an
outfit,’ says Claudia, an artist living
in France. ‘My going-out uniform
is black, black, black, with a good
earring. But instead of a showy
outfit I liberally spray Thierry Mugler
Angel. It’s my signature, and it gives
me the confidence to circulate the
room without being self-conscious.’
I’ve watched Claudia in action and
something about that dessert-trolley
scent has a remarkable magnetic pull,
with both men and women gravitating
towards her wanting to know what
she’s wearing. ‘It’s a brilliant icebreaker,’ she adds. ‘Sometimes I don’t
want to talk politics or debate current
news – but often it’s enough to find a
connection through something as easy
and pleasurable as a perfume. Angel
has shaped fascinating conversations
with strangers I now call friends.’
And in an era of renewed feminist
confidence, we surely have every
right to step into a room with an ‘I’ve
arrived’ scented graffiti tag. I promise
it will not only elevate your mood to
match the festive high, but will ignite
joyous connections with like-minded
hedonists who – for one night only
– chose all the make-up on their
dressing table, too.
So: go big this season. Go bold, go
forth – and be completely fabulous.
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Spritztastic!
To kick off our annual scented gift extravaganza (it starts overleaf) Viola Levy
offers wisdom on navigating the the labyrinth of perfume present shopping

Despite the sable furs,
convertible, cheques and Tiffany
decorations on Eartha Kitt’s purring
list to ‘Santa Baby’, those requests
tellingly don’t include perfume. With
fragrance shopping such a minefield,
perhaps Ms. Kitt doubted even good
old Saint Nick – the most famous giftgiver on the planet – would have been
able to get it right.
The thought of buying perfume as
a gift is enough to strike fear into the
hearts of many. Ever since it stopped
being marketed as something a
gentleman bought for his sweetheart
and became socially acceptable to
purchase for oneself, many of us have
tended to shy away from choosing on
another’s behalf. It’s just so subjective.
Sarah McCartney of indie perfumery
4160 Tuesdays perfectly sums up this
particular quagmire: ‘Buying perfume
as a gift is like introducing a friend of
a friend to your daughter, in the hope
that they’ll hit it off. They might, but
the odds are low and the potential for
awkwardness very high.’
But if you get it right, you’ll hit
it out of the ballpark in the present
stakes, as Miller Harris Store Manager
Richard Clayforth elaborates. ‘The
very thing that scares people about
buying perfume is also the thing that
makes it such a lovely gift. That’s the
fact that it is a personal expression
of the care, attention and careful
consideration that you as friend, lover
or family member put into the choice.’
Michael Donovan, owner of
Dulwich scent boutique Roullier
White, is equally evangelical.
16 The scented Letter

‘Receiving a fragrance as a gift is
often a fantastic opportunity to try
something out of our comfort zone,
as we can get a little “safe” in our
choices. But it’s also a wonderful
present – since scent is tied so closely
to memory, it is something that will
last forever in the mind of the wearer.’
So how should you approach
the challenge of Christmas scent
shopping? The Perfume Society’s cofounder, retail expert Lorna McKay,
advocates a little amateur sleuthing.
‘Snoop around! Look on their shelf to

“

If someone
has dropped
hints and has
named the scent
she wants - buy
that scent and
no other

”

see what types of fragrance they wear.
Are they drawn to fresh scents, or
more sensuous Oriental fragrances…?
Are they an outdoorsy, country-loving
type? This person might enjoy a
woody, green scent. Fragrances they
really love will be half-empty, not full.’
James Craven, expert and archivist for
Les Senteurs perfumery agrees with
the Sherlock tactics. ‘Search for clues.

Handbags, pockets, drawers and the
dressing table are good places. Or
smell the wardrobe. I often retire to
the stockroom and have a quiet weep
when married couples of 25 years
standing admit they have no idea what
their partner wears. Unforgivable.’
If you don’t know your Carons
from your Creeds, venture online for
help. Advises Lorna: ‘Ask “FR.eD”
– our Virtual Fragrance Consultant
at perfumesociety.org – which can
almost psychically help choose a new
fragrance for someone. Go to “Find
Your Next Fragrance”, type in the
name of a perfume that person likes
or wears – and FR.eD will recommend
six other fragrances that share similar
notes or create a similar ambience. He
is very clever!’
Another tactic, James suggests,
is simply to ask the person outright.
‘Do this directly or indirectly, and
be open to hints along the lines of,
“Ooh, look at that – there’s a new
Hermès! It sounds like the kind of
thing I’d like...”’ On the other hand,
if someone is very clear about what
they want you to get them, they won’t
appreciate you going rogue, stresses
James. ‘If someone has dropped hints
and has named the scent she wants buy that scent and no other. Don’t try
to be clever and buy something else
“for a surprise”. It will always be a
disaster. Always.’ You’ve been told.
But if you’ve got your heart
set on keeping their fragrant gift
a secret, Lorna suggests a shrewd
countermove. ‘I have a friend who
writes a list of three fragrances she’d

have this friend. She’s very demure.
She’s into scent. Brunette. She wears
a lot of dark clothes. She’s going
to be 37. Oh, and I think she used
to wear Encre Noire…’ then I know
that I have three perfumes I would
recommend explicitly – and that she’s
probably going to love Grenadille
d’Afrique from Aedes des Venustas.
The more information you can offer
will narrow the focus.’
And let’s not forget shopping for
perfume can be a whole lot of fun,
regardless of whether it’s for others
or yourself. Make the most of it, as
Richard enthuses. ‘Take the plunge.
Enjoy choosing. Enjoy giving. And
enjoy the quiet glow of pride and
satisfaction when you smell your
choice on the recipient and they
recount tales of compliments given.’
But before you bound joyously
off to the beauty halls, blotting strips
in hand, one final word of warning,
courtesy of Sarah. ‘Whatever you do,
don’t buy a fragrance, hand it over
and announce, “I love this one on
my mother.” Yes, that happened
to someone I know – and the
relationship did not last long.’
Aside from that? Over to
you, Santa Baby.

Where to go scented
Christmas shopping
l 4160 Tuesdays
4160tuesdays.com
l The Perfume Society
perfumesociety.org
l Jovoy 21 Conduit Street, London
W1S 2XP jovoyparis.com
l Les Senteurs 2 Seymour Place,
London W1H 7NA lessenteurs.com
l Liberty Regent Street, London
W1B 5AH libertylondon.com
l Miller Harris (nationwide)
millerharris.com
l Penhaligons (nationwide)
penhaligons.com
l Roullier White
125 Lordship Lane, London SE22
8HU roullierwhite.com

© martina87- Fotolia

love - and it’s still a surprise on the
day as she doesn’t know which will be
chosen for her.’ Clever.
Or why not opt for a fragrance
‘sampler’ kit – perhaps with the
promise to buy the full-size of the
scent they fall for? Try before you
buy’ options include 4160 Tuesdays
(which can include a voucher for a
full-size scent) – and, of course, The
Perfume Society Discovery Boxes for
men and for women (perfumesociety.
org). Penhaligon’s Mini Trade Routes
Collection (£41cultbeauty.co.uk) is
perfect for intrepid travellers – or
check out Le Labo Discovery Set,
(£20/net-a-porter.com) if they’re into
all things chic and alternative.
But if you still want to take the
plunge with a full-size scent, Oli
Marlow of perfume boutique Jovoy
has this advice when seeking help
from sales staff. ‘Coming armed
with a few key ingredients someone
likes, or descriptive phrases about
the person, will help us offer you the
right kind of options.’ He notes how
nailing someone’s key characteristics
can say a lot about the type of scent
they would go for – so don’t be afraid
to go into detail. ‘or example, if a
customer approaches me and says ‘I
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Scented Stocking Fillers

The little scented ‘extras’ we’d
really, really like ourselves…
1
2

All products were available at time of going to press

3

4

5

1 Buly Scented Matches £15 buly1803.com 2 Diptyque Constellations ‘Carousel’ £40 diptyqueparis.com
3 Baobab Disco Collection Candles from £79 to £450 amara.com 4 Buly Scented Dental Floss £13.50 buly1803.com
5 Lush Intergalactic Bath Bomb Gift Box £16.50 for 3 x bath bombs uk.lush.com
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10

6 Perfume Society Perfume Bottle Necklace £24.75 perfumesociety.org 7 Mrs. White’s Beerd Oil for Men £20 for 50ml roullierwhite.com
8 Caron Goosedown Feather Powder Puff and Loose Powder £38.50 (Loose Powder)/£50 Puff fortnumandmason.com 9 NEOM Home of Calm
Collection £15 (for 10ml Luxury Bath & Shower Oil & 10ml Nourish, Breathe and Calm Hand Balm) neomorganics.com 10 Penhaligon’s Orange
Blossom Lip Balm £8 penhaligons.com 11 Acqua di Parma Le Nobili Perfumed Soap Set £41 (for 3 x 80g) fortnumandmason.com
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We’ re crackers for these

Deck the halls with scented baubles – and switch from joke
crackers with throwaway gifts to exquisitely-scented alternatives

1

3

All products were available at time of going to press; © by-studio - Fotolia

2

4

5

1 Aromatherapy Associates Revive Morning Bauble (also available in Support Breathe and De-Stress Muscle options) £10 each (with 9ml Bath
& Shower Oil) aromatherapyassociates.com 2 L’Occitane Terre de Lumière Star Tree Decoration £8 for 5ml eau de parfum uk.loccitane.com
3 Beatitude Bath Oil Crackers £8 each (10 ml) beatitudeproducts.co.uk 4 Jo Malone London Crazy Colourful Cracker £34 jomalone.co.uk
5 Jo Malone London Bold & Bright Christmas Cracker £34 jomalone.co.uk
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6 Bronnley Fig & Winter Berries Soap Bauble £6.50 for 100g bronnley.co.uk 7 Bronnley Apple & Cinnamon Soap Bauble £6.50 for 100g
bronnley.co.uk 8 Molton Brown Pomander Gift Set £30 moltonbrown.co.uk 9 Molton Brown Festive Bauble Collection £28 (3 x 75ml Shower
Gel) moltonbrown.co.uk 10 Molton Brown Exquisite Treats Cracker £20 (4 x 50ml Shower Gel) moltonbrown.co.uk
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G ifts for her

1

We’ve hunted down just the sexiest
scent sets for women, which you’ll
discover over the next four pages...

2

All products were available at time of going to press

3
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4

1 Viktor & Rolf Bonbon
£83 theperfumeshop.com
2 Narciso Rodriguez Fleur
Musc £59.50
johnlewis.com 3 Frederic
Malle Les Essentiels
Collection
£105 fredericmalle.com
4 Gucci Bloom £72
theperfumeshop.com

SCENTED GIFT GUIDE 2017

5

6

8
7

9

5 Acqua di Parma Peonia Nobile £78 debenhams.com 6 Chanel N°5 L’Eau £145 harrods.com
7 Thierry Mugler Aura £70 theperfumeshop.com 8 Jo Malone London Mini Cologne Collection £75 (5 x 9ml eau de Cologne) jomalone.co.uk
9 Kenzo World £63 (with Kenzo fashion pouch) debenhams.com
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10

11

13

12

All products were available at time of going to press

14
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10 Ghost Dream
£38 (with mirror, diary,
Ghost Dream Crystal Pen,
Holographic Green Nail
Polish, Holographic Pink
Nail Polish) boots.com
11 Jean Paul Gaultier
Classique Collector’s
Snowglobe £80.50
theperfumeshop.com
12 Annick Goutal Petite
Chérie £39 (includes 35g
candle) harrods.com
13 Guerlain Insolence
Gift Set £62.50
(includes Maxi Lash
Volume Mascara)
harrods.com
14 Marc Jacobs Daisy
Eau so Fresh £67
boots.com

SCENTED GIFT GUIDE 2017

15

16

17

15 L’Occitane Terre de
Lumière £60
uk.loccitane.com
16 Floris The Perfumer’s
Wardrobe £225 (features
9x 14ml eaux de parfum)
florislondon.com
17 Michael Kors Sexy Ruby
£68 boots.com
18 Rituals The Ritual of Sakura
Relaxing Ceremony
£65 rituals.com
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G ifts for him
1

2

All products were available at time of going to press
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5

6

7

1 Issey Miyake L’Eau
d’Issey Pour Homme £43
houseoffraser.co.uk
2 Jean Paul Gaultier Le Mâle
Collector’s Snowglobe £64.50
theperfumeshop.com
3 L’Homme Prada £69
theperfumeshop.com
4 John Varvatos Artisan£73
debenhams.com
5 Acqua di Parma Blu
Mediterraneo
£64 johnlewis.com
6 Guerlain Oud Essentiel
£131.50 harrods.com
7 Vince Camuto Solare £60,
debenhams.com 8 Van Cleef
& Arpels Ambre Imperial
£126 houseoffraser.co.uk
9 Montblanc Legend £41
theperfumeshop.com

8

9
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All that glitters

2

Shimmering, glimmering: the world of scent has
really gone for gold, this Christmas – and many of
these are catch-them-while-you-can limited editions
1

3

4

5

All products were available at time of going to press

6

1 Estée Lauder Solid Perfume Collection from £250-£300 harrods.com 2 Atkinsons Falling in Leaves £300 for 100ml eau de parfum
harrods.com 3 Atelier Flou Voyager £90 (£35 for refills) harveynichols.com 4 Kilian Woman in Gold £245 for 50ml eau de parfum bykilian.com
5 Marc Jacobs Decadence Rouge Noir Edition £98 for 100ml houseoffraser.co.uk
6 Lalique Noir Premier Illusion Captive 280 euros for 100ml eau de parfum lalique.com
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12
13

11

14

7 ckone Gold £40 for 100ml eau de toilette debenhams.com 8 AERIN Rose de Grasse d’Or Special Edition £750 for 100ml parfum harrods.com
9 Paco Rabanne Lady Million Collectors Edition £75 for 80ml eau de parfum johnlewis.com 10 Salvatore Ferragamo Signorina Misteriosa £65
for 50ml eau de parfum thefragranceshop.co.uk 11 Cire Trudon Gold Leaf Ernesto Candle £495 for 2.8 kilos (other sizes available) harrods.com
12 Moschino Fresh Couture Gold £42 for 30ml eau de toilette debenhams.com 13 Chanel N°5 Fragments d’Or £70 for 250ml Scented Body Gel
chanel.com 14 Elie Saab Le Parfum Edition Feuilles d’Or £60 for 50ml eau de parfum houseoffraser.co.uk
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Bright shining lights

We’ve never smelled so many glorious offerings as those created
especially for Christmas 2017. Flickering fabulous, we’d call these.
1

2

3

4

1-3 Cire Trudon Lumière, Ciel, Étoile £78 harrods.com 4 Annick Goutal Une Foret d’Ôr Candle £60 harrods.com

5

6

7

8

5-7 Diptyque Frosted Forest, Fiery Orange, Incense Tears £48 diptyqueparis.com 8 Bella Freud Starry Starry Nights £48 johnlewis.com

10

11

9

10 Penhaligon’s Ode To My Orchids £68
penhaligons.com

12

9 Fornasetti Aperitivo £140 selfridges.com
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12 Ormonde Jayne Nocturne £68
fortnumandmason.com

11 Neom Christmas Wish
£30 neomorganics.com

13

13 Lalique La Neige £60
lalique.com

SCENTED GIFT GUIDE 2017

14

15

16

17

14-16 Molton Brown Festival Frankincense & Allspice, Fabled Juniper Berries & Lapp Pine, Vintage with Elderflower
£42 moltonbrown.co.uk 17 Jo Malone Pine & Eucalyptus £45 jomalone.co.uk

18

19

20

21

18 Baylis & Harding Sweet Mandarin £10 debenhams.com 19-21 Byredo Altar, Incense, Rosewater £54 for 240g byredo.co.uk

22

23

24

25

22-24 AERIN Amber Musk, Mediterranean Honeysuckle, Lilac Path £50 harrods.com 25 Alaïa PARIS £66 net-a-porter.com

26

27

26 Floris English Fern &
Blackberry £40 florislondon.com

28

27 Sisley Campagne £53
harrods.com

29

30

28 Mini Moderns Paisley
Crescent £24 minimoderns.com

29 Elizabeth Arden White Tea
£18 johnlewis.com

30 Guerlain Mon Guerlain £61.20 (gift set also features 50ml Mon
Guerlain eau de parfum) johnlewis.com
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an aromatic life

memories, dreams,
reflections
Victoire de Taillac is author of An Atlas of Natural Beauty. With her
husband Ramdane Touhami,Victoire has also revived the heritage Parisian
apothecary brand L’Officine Universelle Buly (founded 1803). A mother of
three, she enjoys a life that is never, ever dull – but always fragrant
What’s the very first thing you
remember smelling? Cheese,
when I was very, very young – and I
hated it. Being French, going to the
cheesemonger is a very important part
of each week. But I screamed so much
because I couldn’t stand the smell
that even though I was very small, my
mother would leave me outside. I can
still only buy cheeses that don’t smell
(from a store called Quatrehomme on
Rue de Sèvres) – and if I’m walking
past one famous cheese shop in my
neighbourhood, I still have to cross the
road. The smell is a nightmare for me.
When did you realise that scent was
really important to you? I grew up
in a house where there was always
something wonderful cooking and
from a very young age I loved the smell
of onions and tomatoes on the stove.
Later, when I encountered the scent
of geranium in a body product by the
Australian company Aesop, it was like
love at first sight (or maybe sniff!) –
and that’s when I realised that scent
was also such an intrinsic part of the
pleasure of beauty products.
What’s your favourite scented flower?
Hyacinths. In winter, they’re one of
my great pleasures – but it’s a flower
whose smell can change very quickly
when the flower is past its best,
becoming the smell of putrefaction.
They’re somehow even more precious
because they’re only available in the
colder season, when there are so few
fragrant flowers.
What was the first fragrance you were
given? Nina Ricci L’Air du Temps. It is
32 The scented Letter

a rite of passage in France to be given
your first bottle of perfume, and my
godfather gave me a beautiful bottle
of this when I was about 15, and again
for the next few years. I remember how
grown-up it made me feel.
What was the first fragrance you
bought for yourself? As a teenager,
The Body Shop Musk – which shows
my age, I think!
Have you had different fragrances
for different phases of your life – and
what have they been? I moved on
from Body Shop to Kiehl’s Musk; I
bought my first bottle when they just
had one store downtown in New York
when I was 18, after my graduation. In
my twenties I wore Bulgari Green Tea,
and I still love its freshness. Ramdane
gave me a present of Éditions de
Parfums Frédéric Malle En Passant,
which I wore for a long time – but
when I got pregnant, I only wanted to
wear Colognes, in particular Comme
des Garçons. Nowadays I wear Buly
Eau Triple Tubéreuse, which everyone
likes and comments on and is one of
our most popular fragrances. But I
also love the Buly Eau Triple English
Honey – nobody except me (and the
Japanese) seem to like this; it’s so
discreet that when I ask people in
Paris to smell it, often they can’t smell
anything! The Japanese have a low
smell threshold, whereas in the West
we live in a very perfumed world.
The smell that always makes me feel
happy is… Hot chocolate. In the café
in our store on the Rue de Saintonge
they prepare it every morning and have

to leave it for 12 hours in the fridge for
the flavour and aroma to develop fully
before serving. It’s amazing.
The smell that always makes me
feel a bit sad is… Cigar smoke and
cigarette smoke. In themselves, they
don’t make me sad – but they
used to cover up so many bad smells
– and since the smoking ban, you just
get the bad smells!
The scent that I love on a man is…
Frédéric Malle Lys Méditérranée,
which Ramdane wears. I love men in
flowery scents. Really, scent shouldn’t
be about gender. My mother always
wore Guerlain Habit Rouge, which is
technically for men but always smells
so great on her.
The scent I love to smell on a woman
is… my mother’s Habit Rouge, of
course – if I go into her bathroom,
I always put a little on my skin for
the pleasure of smelling her. My
grandmother wore Guerlain Vol de
Nuit and L’Heure Bleue, so I love those,
too. I really like it when I kiss a friend or
relative and recognise their smell.
What is your favourite book about
fragrance? A very tiny dictionary
called Le Goût des Parfums by Ingrid
Astier (Mercure de France), which has
passages from Colette, Baudelaire,
Zola, Guy de Maupassant, Chandler
Burr and more, talking about which
smells and aromas are like time
machines for them… It’s a funny old
book, but the writing conjures up real
atmosphere. (You can find the book via
amazon.co.uk).

VICTOIRE’S
FIVE FAVOURITE
SMELLS
1 Geranium I now have it
growing on my bacony.
2 Lavender All my life I’ve
holidayed in Gascony, in the
south-west of France, where
lavender grows incredibly well;
I like to dry it and make little
sachets. We have a ‘flower
shop’ in our boutique which
is only dried flowers; with
some flowers, like roses, the
fragrance fades – but the dried
lavender stays fresh for ages.
3 RaspberrieS COOKING I
love the smell of raspberry jam
on the stove – any jam, actually;
I make jam just for the scent of
the sugar and fruit.
4 ORANGE BLOSSOM In
Marrakech, around Easter time,
the fragrance of this blossom
just fills the air. I also went to
Tunisia once when they were
making neroli water from
orange blossom, and really, it’s
the smell of heaven.
5 Wisteria When we lived in
Tokyo to open the store there, I
visited a temple to wisteria just
as the garden was coming into
blossom. I never expected it to
smell so wonderful.

An Atlas of Natural Beauty:
Botanical Ingredients for
Retaining and Enhancing
Beauty has just been published
by Ebury Press, price £20.
L’Officine Universelle Buly
will open a boutique within
Selfridges towards the end of
November 2017; find their other
stores in Paris (Rue Bonaparte
and Rue de
Saintonge),
Seoul, Tokyo
and New York
(in Bergdorf
Goodman).
buly1803.com.
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Top right: Victoire at a Buly store in Paris. From
top left, favourite smells, books, flowers and
perfumes – together with Victoire’s most-hated
aroma, of stinky French cheese (which was also
her very first smell memory)
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UTTERLY DIVINE

The scents of
the gods

Perfume has played a role in religion since ancient times. Now, as Bethan Cole
reveals, religion is also playing a surprising role in contemporary fragrance creation

‘Oil and perfume make the heart glad’. This could be
the motto of every perfumista on the planet – but in fact,
this pronouncement comes from the Bible (Proverbs 27:9),
in one of its many references to fragrance. For millennia,
perfume and religion have been intimately bound together.
Indeed the very earliest uses of perfume – in Biblical times,
Ancient Egypt and the epoch of the Sumerians (possibly
stretching back even further) – were for worship.
In Ancient Egyptian times, according to Lise Manniche
(author of Sacred Luxuries), it was actually believed that
fragrance came from the gods – that perfume was the
sweat of the sun God, Ra. The Egyptians anointed their
dead with unguents and oils to reabsorb this ‘sweat’ of Ra
– which they believed promised immortality. Burning and
offering incense in temples was also a
means of communication between the
earthly and divine spheres – and had
you lived in Egypt back then, you’d
have breathed air perfumed with a
specific sacred incense called kyphi,
burned to facilitate communication
with the gods, a ritual only priests were
allowed to perform.
‘In Ancient Egypt and the time of
the pharoahs there were significant
numbers of perfume factories making
kyphi,’ observes Régine Droin, cofounder of the perfume brand Evody,
who has taken this sacred Egyptian
aroma – a blend of 16 ingredients, thought to include
mastic and pine resins, mint and cinnamon – as inspiration
for her fragrance Onde 7.
Since the ahead-of-their-time Egyptians, perfume
has gone on to feature heavily in the world’s religions,
incorporated into many rituals and narratives. In the Old
Testament, Moses receives a message from God asking
him to burn spices – myrrh and labdanum. In the New
Testament, famously, the Three Kings bring resins of
frankincense and myrrh to the baby Jesus – while later in
Jesus’s life, Mary Magdalene anoints his feet with perfume
of ‘nard’. (Short for spikenard, an amber-hued essential oil
derived from a member of the valerian family that grows in
the Himalayas).

“

In the Qu’ran, meanwhile, Paradise is described as full
of beautifully-scented plants and flowers. In the academic
book Scent from the Garden of Paradise: Musk and the
Medieval Islamic World, Anya H. King notes that the very
bodies of the virginal houris who await the pious in the
paradise garden were believed (according to ancient texts)
to have been created from ‘saffron, musk, ambergris and
camphor, and their hair from cloves’. (The scent of one
houri, she notes, would be ‘enough to fill this earth…’)
Mosques often burn loban sticks (from the resin Styrax
benzoin), during prayer, with Muslims exhorted always to
carry this with them – along with a piece of cloth, and their
caps – to facilitate prayer wherever they are. And of course
today, incense continues to play an important role in ritual
in both Catholic and Anglican High
Anglican Church ceremony.
Despite the historic power and
proliferation of the great world
religions globally, however – from
Judaism and Christianity to Islam,
Hinduism to Buddhism – in some
areas of the world, religion is no
longer as prominent and widespread
as it once was. Church attendances
close to home in the UK, for instance,
are dwindling dramatically – while
atheism and agnosticism are
becoming increasingly fashionable
concepts.
Nevertheless for many, religion can help us to face
some of the big questions that we all have to address
at some time in our lives. What is the meaning of life?
What happens after we die? Why are we here? And the
very endurance of belief, the hundreds and thousands of
edifices, monuments and relics erected to it are proof of its
continuing validity.
Whether it’s a craving for meaning or solace in dark
times, though, we also happen to be seeing a flurry of
religious-inspired perfumes. For James Craven, Perfume
Archivist and Expert at scent destination Les Senteurs,
this comes as no surprise. Even in this modern, digital,
hyper-connected age, he observes, ‘I think all of us have a
craving for some form of religion. It’s the knowledge of

In Ancient
Egyptian times it
was believed that
perfume was the
sweat of the sun
god Ra
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UTTERLY DIVINE

“A Something Beyond” us, which gives a glimpse of other
worlds, powers, ways of being – a something bigger and
better and wider than us.’
In perfumery, religion certainly offers rich pickings in
terms of inspiration and profundity. There are captivating
narratives to be found in religious texts – not to mention
plenty of recherché ingredients. Many perfumers and/
or brand founders had religious and/or strict Catholic
childhoods – including Serge Lutens, who was inspired by
his early churchgoing years to create La Religeuse, a rich
sumptuous jasmine and civet scent described as a ‘sacred
saga’, playing out the conflict between good and evil.
Frédéric Malle was an altar boy growing up – so it comes
as no surprise that his scented candle creation Notre Dame
offers the perfect Christmassy conflation of frankincense
and myrrh resins, underscored with gentle woods.
The fragrance brand Carthusia, meanwhile, was actually
founded on perfume recipes originally made by Carthusian
monks on the island of Capri – with Mediterraneo, the
oldest scent, dating from 1390. (The handwritten recipe
book for these sublime resurrected scents was discovered
walled-up in the Monastery of St. Giacomo on this
Mediterranean island.)
Religious and spiritual scents perhaps also provide the
ideal escape from some of the clichéd tropes of romantic
love and sexual attraction that have stalked fragrance
since time immemorial. They’re also, to some extent, an
extension of the oudh trend for depth-charged, heftier,
resinous concoctions with a long-lasting sillage.
Think of the wondrously papal Cardinal by James Heeley,
with its balsamic and smoky hinterland of incense, amber,
and patchouli – or indeed the cathedral-like magnificence
of Caron’s Parfum Sacré with its cinnamon, myrrh,
cedarwood and rosewood. If you like that, check out Cire
Trudon’s Spiritus Sancti candle, too, which is as close to
standing by a swaying censer wafting smoke down an aisle
as it’s possible to get, in wax form.
James Craven also makes the observation that like
religion, ‘perfume “sends” people.’ It’s a form of escape,
legal and safe. It is different and discrete in its effect on
each wearer – like a mystical experience.’ Evody’s Régine
Droin agrees that perfume, like religion, can be a means of
escape. ‘We can lose ourselves, be transported…’
And in modern life, these moments of transcendence
and contemplation, whether sparked by perfume or faith,

are increasingly precious. Spraying on an ecclesiasticallyinspired perfume like Jovoy’s La Liturgie des Heures
feels like chanting a little daily prayer, with its resonant
incantations of incense, olibanum, cistus, myrrh and musk.
Catching a drift of Jo Malone’s Myrrh and Tonka gives you
a moment to breathe slowly and muse on how rich and
resinous the crib scene in the nativity must have smelled,
and the glory of the gift of myrrh.
Lyn Harris’s new Frankincense fragrance, from Perfumer
H’s Winter 2017 collection – which can be explored
at Lyn’s Marylebone store/lab – has, she says, ‘had an
amazing response. People love how it envelops, how it
cocoons you, it’s very soulful, calming and reassuring.’
Continues Lyn: ‘I’m personally not religious at all. But I
would call myself spiritual.’ She rarely ventures anywhere,
interestingly, without a bottle of pure frankincense oil in her
bag. ‘For me frankincense is my spiritual being, my spiritual
oil, it protects me when I’m travelling, on public transport.
I have a hankie and I put it to my nose if there are bad
smells around. It cleanses me and it balances me and it
makes me feel reassured.’
She may have hit the nail on the head there. It feels as
if there’s a profound safety in all of these perfumes and
candles; a protection, like a mandala or a talisman. They
offer a sense, in these hectic and often cruel modern
times, of belonging to something greater in spiritual terms.
Their appeal certainly extends way beyond those who
would consider themselves ‘religious’ in any way. ‘These
fragrances aren’t just for spiritual people,’ says Régine
Droin. ‘And it’s not people of a particular age, sex or style
who seek them out, either. They appeal to anyone who
feels something strongly within themselves – a desire for
inner escape.’
There is much to be gained from exploring this aspect
of our lives via fragrance – not just at Christmas, but at
any time. Deep feelings of belonging, transcendence and
safety can be elicited – and is it OTT to suggest that a
higher state of consciousness might be even be reached,
as our ancestors believed? Certainly, as Régine Droin
concludes, ‘Perfumes used in a spiritual setting cannot be
trivial. And they can’t leave us feeling indifferent.’
And I, for one, am rather in love with the sense of
contemplation and joy these fragrances bring. Like an
epiphany, it feels as if they open the door to a brave new
world. Just as the ancients believed…

THE STATUES THAT BLEED MYRRH
It is stretching the bounds of credulity that an inanimate religious icon should emit
a fragrant myrrh-like substance. But this alleged phenomenon has drawn thousands
of pilgrims to relics, icons and statues, to see (and indeed smell) the ‘miracle’ for
themselves. Although in most cases, these ‘miraculous’ happenings have been
disallowed by those high up in the Church, or proven as hoaxes, the one weeping
statue certified by the Vatican is Our Lady of Akita, in Japan. Other examples include
the Weeping Madonna of Rockingham, Australia (pictured – you can also witness
her tears on YouTube), and an icon of John the Baptist, at a Greek Orthodox Church
in a Chicago suburb. There, the church’s Father Dimitriou has dispensed the sweetsmelling oil from what is described as a ‘consistent stream’ flowing from the wings,
halo, hands and feet of the icon to over 5,000 pilgrims – via humble cotton balls…
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Evody Onde 7 – inspired by Ancient
Egyptian kyphi incense

Incense swirls through James Heeley’s
Cardinal, alongside amber and patchouli

Cire Trudon evoke the incense from a
priest’s swaying censer, in wax form

Caron’s ‘sacred perfume’ is a-swirl with
myrrh, cinnamon, cedar and rosewood

Festive to look at – and an incense-atChristmas aroma, from Frédéric Malle

Myrrh & Tonka reminds us of the glory
of this gift from the Three Kings

Lutens’s fragrances – like La Réligieuse –
often reference his Catholic childhood

Jovoy’s Liturgie des Heures invites a
moment of contemplation, as you apply

Perfumer H’s Lyn Harris has bottled her
most ‘spiritual’ scent for Winter 2017
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DO GOOD, FEEL GOOD, SMELL GOOD

THE
ULTIMATE

feel-good
FRAGRANCE
FACTORY

Soap Co’s stylish bath and body
collection is putting smiles on the
faces not just of luxury-lovers, but
the hundred or so visually-impaired
and disabled people who produce
it in an East End factory.
Jo Fairley paid a visit

We’ve all tried ‘worthy’ products. Wellintentioned food creations which miss the mark,
flavour-wise. Eco-gadgets which turn out to be – well,
just another useless gadget that gets consigned to a
drawer. Maybe a Fairtrade garment which seemed like
such a noble purchase at the time – but in reality, could
realistically only be worn at Glastonbury. (After a few
beers.) However, the products from Soap Co – not just
soaps, but hand washes and hand lotions – require no
beauty compromises whatsoever…
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DO GOOD, FEEL GOOD, SMELL GOOD
Soap Co (and its parent company, Clarity) offer
employment to 100 workers, finding roles that
perfectly match their varied abilities. Below,
Nick de Palma (who works in sales), with Soap
Co’s co-founder Camilla Marcus-Dew

As the co-founder of Green & Black’s (a previous
incarnation, before I started The Perfume Society with
Lorna McKay), I’ve always maintained that for a product
truly to succeed in making a difference to people’s lives,
it’s got to be as good as – or better than – what customers
were buying before. Which is why Soap Co’s stylishlydesigned, delightful-to-use bath and body treats are doing
really rather well. You’ll already find them on the shelves of
boho-chic boutique Anthropologie, for
instance, with other hush-hush A-list
retailers in the pipeline. This Christmas,
several big City firms have chosen Soap
Co as their spiffy ‘corporate gift’ to
high net worth clients.
And PR dynamos The
Communications Store – who work
with everyone from Charlotte Tilbury to
Christopher Kane via Dunhill and Moet
& Chandon – have now taken on Soap
Co (as a pro bono project), sharing
wisdom from the luxe market, advising
on branding and generally getting
the word out. (Not least via a great
website, filled with moving stories.)
Pretty impressive, for a brand that’s been up and running
for just two years.
Soap Co’s roots go back much further, though, explains
the dynamic Camilla Marcus-Dew, a former management
consultant (for Disney, Vodafone, etc.) whose ‘baby’
this fragrant venture is. It sits under the umbrella of a
charity called Clarity, which has been offering training
and employment for visually-impaired people since 1854.
Astonishingly, that charity was founded by a blind girl of
just 17, Elizabeth Gilbert, who originally set up a workshop
in Holborn employing seven people making baskets.

“

Today, there are approaching 100 people working at this
Walthamstow factory (some have been there for almost 20
years), with another production facility in the Lake District.
‘Nowadays, we don’t only employ the visually impaired,
but individuals with a wide range of disabilities and mental
health challenges,’ explains Camilla. Just prior to Soap Co,
Camilla took time out from her high-flying corporate career
to work in India with disabled people, and in Ethiopia,
where she was involved with women’s
empowerment. ‘So I’m commerciallyminded,’ she continues, ‘but I’m
interested in finding better ways of
doing business.’ (Initially, Camilla
admits, her mother was horrified her
daughter would now be ‘working in a
soap factory – but she’s come round!’)
Clarity, the parent charity, occupies
most of the factory/warehouse. There
are production, filling and packing
lines working full-tilt on the day of my
visit – and smiling faces, everywhere
I look. (Not to mention an adorable
guide dog ‘crèche’ on the shop floor.)
‘We pack for lots of other brands and
companies, alongside making our own products,’ Camilla
reveals. In one corner, Janina toothpastes are being
boxed up. In another, bottles for a really rather celebrated
fragrance brand are being filled – at one point, I’m reliably
informed, one of Sarah Jessica Parker’s scents was even
filled on the premises. And equally swankily, Clarity also
produce high quality soap for The Ritz.
Talking to Nick de Palma (above centre), who joined
Camilla for our Soap Co guided tour, brought it home
to me how transformative working here can be. ‘I’m in
the sales department, managing the pick-and-pack and

A lot of us have
had hard times
working in other
jobs. But we come
here and feel like
it’s a safe space
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Workers travel
from as far away
as Putney to
Walthamstow – but
are able to leave
their guide dogs
in the shop floor
‘crèche’; they’re
exercised by dog
walker volunteers
during the day

overseeing the stock that goes out,’ explains Nick, who
does two days a week, job-sharing with a colleague. ‘A
lot of us have had difficult times working in other jobs,’ he
continues. ‘Some have even been bullied. But we come
here and feel like it’s a safe space. These people are like
family, to me. I love it here.’ Observes Camilla: ‘What we
do really boosts people’s independence. It’s good for their
mental and physical wellbeing – and as a result, there’s
reduced reliance on healthcare and benefits, too…’
It’s the factory’s Soap Co range (pictured right) which
has retailers (not to mention the beauty press) excited,
though, with its super-clean, braille-inspired graphic. ‘At
Soap Co, we’re all about ethical luxury,’ maintains Camilla.
‘But this also a vehicle through which we can change
people’s feelings about disabilities. It’s not about choosing
the cheapest; it’s about asking “who made this?” – and the
environmental benefits.’ The range proudly carries the Eden
Project’s Planet Mark, an international mark of sustainability.
Next year, there’ll be an organic addition to the line-up,
but meanwhile, Camilla and her team have succeeded in
creating a range that’s highly eco-friendly, with one of the
fragrances based on 100% natural ingredients, and the
other two ‘eco-label compliant’.
All of which might in itself sound a bit worthy – till you
actually smell the products, or touch your skin after use.
Take Geranium & Rhubarb, beautifully contrasting tart
notes with the geranium’s almost rosy nature. Or Wild
Nettle & Sage (my favourite) – like smelling a nosegay of
fresh-picked herbs, with a fresh greenness that comes from
13 different essential oils. There’s a citrus blend, too, along
with Black Poppy & Wild Fig, the warmest of the collection.
Textures really are luxurious – enriched with aloe vera
extract and (in the case of the hand creams), cocoa butter
alongside ‘bee-friendly botanicals’ including borage and
calendula. (Soap Co specifically chose pollen-rich British

plants, part of a drive for bee preservation.) And what I
personally also love is that every bar of soap is stamped
with the name of whoever hand-makes it. (You can
watch a video of the prolific Billy, one of the makers, on
perfumesociety.org, by searching for SOAP CO.)
The scents themselves were created by fragrance house
Phoenix, who I asked about the project. ‘The briefing was
beautifully open and collaborative,’ they told me. ‘Soap
Co shared their vision and
ideas – together with the
eco-label guidelines – and
asked for input both in
terms of fragrance market
knowledge and what could
be achieved olfactively,
while ensuring we adhered
to their all-important
positioning: to do good,
feel good, smell good.’
Tick, tick, tick. Because
this fast-growing social
enterprise’s genuinely
eco-luxe range really does
compete with anything in
the ‘mainstream’. Only – in
this case – scenting and
softening your skin, while
also warming your heart…
Soap Co is priced from £7
for hand-made soap to
£17 for 400ml Geranium
& Rhubarb Body Lotion
(gift sets also available).
thesoapco.org
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PERFUME IS AN ADDICTION

#ShareMyStash
Celebrating his 90th birthday this year, John Bailey (opposite) has
had an unrivalled professional career – spanning an incredible
seven decades of scent. As you might expect, along the way, this fragrance
expert, scent historian and behind-the-scenes consultant to leading
brands around the world has amassed quite a collection – which he
shared with Suzy Nightingale. 		
Photos: Jo Fairley

There’s nobody quite like John Bailey. It isn’t just
the sky blue eyes, still twinkling mischievously as he enters
his 10th decade. It isn’t simply the way he lavishly perfumes
the handwritten letters he still likes to send (including,
regularly, to The Perfume Society). And it isn’t just the length
of his career which makes John unique in perfume circles,
but the breadth.
He began as a ‘lowly laboratory assistant’, as John puts it,
apprenticed at the age of 14. He went on to work his way up
through all the key companies in the perfume world. Later,
John founded his own fragrance house, The Perfumers
Guild, creating exquisite bespoke fragrances for a select
clientele – even rising to become Dame Barbara Cartland’s
‘personal perfumer’. And more recently, he held the role of
President of the British Society of Perfumers. Quite simply,
if the British perfume world has a national treasure, John
Bailey is it.
So when John sent us a photo of his ‘summerhouse’ – a
very precisely-packed shed at the bottom of the garden,
filled with his perfume stash – The Perfume Society’s cofounder Jo Fairley and I decided we couldn’t wait any longer
to hop on a train and see John on his home turf.
From the moment we stepped into John’s car –
fragranced by one of his own beautiful blends, wafting
through the air filters – we realised that perfume pervades
every area of his life. Over tea and biscuits, served by his
wife Sheila in an immaculate conservatory (a congratulatory
diamond wedding anniversary card from Her Majesty The
Queen propped on a side table), John chuckled as he
reflected on the timeline of his extraordinary professional
life. ‘I think the best way to explain it to you honestly, is that
my career has evolved rather than been planned,’ he smiled.
And evolve it most certainly did…
Humbly reflecting that he ‘wasn’t much good at anything
at school… my sister was the brainy one,’ it was John’s
parents who gently nudged him to become an apprentice
44 The scented Letter

to John Richardson & Co, an old-established firm of
manufacturing chemists, druggists and distillers in his home
town of Leicester. ‘They made everything – pills, potions,
lotions, tinctures, veterinary preparations, lozenges…’
His fragrant career really all began with those humble
lozenges – which John spent his days hand-making
exclusively for London’s Brompton Hospital. ‘The mixture
was kneaded and prepared with a specific percentage
of the essential oils – things like English peppermint oil
– then rolled, cut out and stamped. An apprentice like me
would have to re-do that again and again, weighing them
exactly. If the weight wasn’t right, it meant the dosage of the
essential oil wasn’t correct. Later, I discovered it’s exactly the
same technique when you’re weighing out ingredients for
perfumes. You have to be accurate.’
Soon it became clear that John’s passion lay in the
botanical/aromatics side of the business. As he explains:
‘In those days pharmacies would bulk buy fragrances which
they’d pour into their own bottles to sell.’ The chemists
shops frequently bought them from the same supplier they
sourced lozenges and other medicinals from – and before
long, John was learning how to blend perfumes.
The next step of John’s career was ‘very good fortune’, he
reflects. He joined a renowned retail chemist, Cecil Jacobs,
who’d set up shop beneath the Grand Hotel, Leicester.
Jacobs’s subsequent takeover of an ancient apothecary
allowed John to be trained in every single aspect of sales,
marketing, sourcing ingredients, the merchandising and
making of fine fragrances, cosmetics and toiletries. (There’s
probably nobody in the entire perfume universe who’s had
so rounded a training.) Perhaps his greatest stroke of good
fortune was meeting a fellow employee, however – Sheila,
with whom he has three daughters.
From there, it was a leap to the old-established Quaker
company of Stafford Allen (SAS), growers and distillers
of essential oils. ‘I spent months in every single
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Barbara Cartland had me fragrancing
her bookmarks and scenting her letters

PERFUME IS AN ADDICTION

John and Sheila Bailey recently celebrated 60 years of marriage –
they first met at work, early on in their careers

department there before they sent me out as their technical
representative. I never stopped learning. It wasn’t like today
when to become a perfumer you are required to go to
ISIPCA or do specialised training,’ John reflects. ‘This was
learning on the job.’
Interestingly, this gives him great respect for the growing
number of self-taught niche perfumers around today. ‘To my
mind there’s no point getting on your high horse and saying,
“well these people haven’t been trained at such and such a
place” – because that was often the old
way, too!’
He clearly remembers, meanwhile,
the time when the role of ‘evaluator’
was devised – the individuals whose
role is as a bridge between client and
perfumer, to-ing and fro-ing to ensure
the brief is fulfilled to their satisfaction.
‘It was much to the disgust of the
perfumers, who thought “who the hell
are these people coming in and telling
us to tinker with our formulas?”’
From 1979-1981, John worked for
the fragrance house RC Treatt, setting
up a perfumery from scratch. To the
distress of John and his team, however,
out of the blue the whole venture was
axed – and for the first time he found himself out of a job.
‘But it gave me the push to go independent’, John asserts.
‘I thought right, that’s it, I’m never working for anyone again.
So I launched my own company, The Perfumer’s Guild…’
John’s first bespoke perfume was for the Royal National
Rose Society – a quintessential English rose scent, simply
called Society, with the first bottle going to Penelope Keith,
then to Felicity Kendal and other celebrities who’d had
roses named for them. His next client? None other than
Dame Barbara Cartland – she of the pink frocks, the fluffy
dogs and the Rolls Royce. (Later, also step-grandmother
to Diana, Princess of Wales, through the marriage of her
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daughter Rayne to Earl Spencer.) Having read a newspaper
article in which the eccentric, bestselling romance authoress
bemoaned the decline in standards of perfumery, John
wrote her a letter offering to make a scent specially for her.
It went down so well that he was retained – like a
modern-day Jean-Louis Fargeon to Marie Antoinette,
perhaps – to create all the fragrances in her wardrobe. The
first perfume he made for Dame Barbara had the suitably
Cartland-esque name of Scent of Romance – ‘an Oriental,
very decadent and rich. She also had me fragrancing
bookmarks and scenting her letters.’ On one occasion, he
recalls, he even found himself being announced at a foreign
reception at a five-star hotel by a uniformed footman as ‘Mr
John Bailey, Ambassador to Dame Barbara Cartland!’
John was one of the first Western perfumers to use oudh
– and shows us a magnificent gold metal chest, containing
a pile of this precious Arabian wood. Never resting on
his laurels, it turns out he was also involved in reviving
the prestigious British perfume house Atkinsons, via his
friend Michael Edwards (author of Perfume Legends and
the perfume industry ‘annual’, Fragrances of the World).
Michael introduced him to the new Italian owners, when
they’d brought Atkinsons into their fold. ‘He said to me:
“These people have lost a lot of their history and they’re
not sure what to do with this treasure” – so I became the
officially-appointed researcher, before they relaunched. I’m
thrilled that they’re now going to open in Burlington Arcade
– literally just around the corner from where this perfume
house first started.’ (For info on that boutique, see p.10).
But leaving aside his fascinating personal history, we
were also here to see John’s collection. So John led us
to the summerhouse in which he
stores his jaw-dropping stash, glass
cupboards and shelves groaning
with everything from Potter & Moore
Lavender to Esteé Lauder Dazzling
Silver, an original Youth Dew, Army &
Navy Eau de Cologne, Triple Extract
Wood Violet and more. ‘I’ve no idea
how many bottles I’ve got. Several
hundred I guess. It’s not always about
what’s in the bottle – for me the bottles
themselves hold a fascination, the
stories and the people behind them.’
Back in the house, Jo and I had
to ask if Sheila (who fuelled us with
tea, biscuits and mini mince pies
throughout the interview) was equally
into perfume. Her throaty chuckle and candid answer –
‘Well, to be honest with you I’m not that bothered about
it, these days!’ – made us laugh, as did her affectionate
assertion that John was ‘obsessed with fragrance.’ At first,
John attempted to deny this. But then this gentleman and
scent scholar looked around the otherwise immaculate
house, with its study crammed with what must be every
fragrance book ever written, its huge factices (oversized
display bottles) and countless perfume flacons from every
era on display. (Never mind that shed itself.)
‘Well, alright,’ he finally smiled, ‘I suppose you could say
I’m obsessed...’

It’s not about
what’s in the
bottle – it’s
also the stories
and the people
behind them
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John’s Top 10
Or rather, 11. Because after seven decades in the
perfume business, it seemed churlish to deny John
Bailey an extra ‘pick’…

1 Atkinson’s GOLD MEDAL COLOGNE
‘A wonderful relaunch and redesign of this brand –
they’ve been so clever with the new flask.’

3

4

2 Chanel ‘From the aesthetic point of view,
Chanel’s simplicity is absolutely brilliant. All they’ve
had to do is tweak the bottle over the years –
because it’s perfection.’
3 Coty (lots of vintage treasures) ‘We have a
friend who was a flight engineer for Concorde and he
found one of these bottles for me at a flea market in
Ludlow. Antique markets are another great source.’

5

6

4 YSL Opium ‘When I was working with him
many years ago, the bottle designer Pierre Dinand
told me that only a few of these original Opium
necklaces were produced and so I treasure this.’
5 Guerlain Mitsouko ‘One of the greatest
fragrances ever created.’
6 Cartier Panthère ‘An absolutely unique
bottle design.’
7 Clarins Eau Dynamiste ‘A very good
example of a fragrance perfectly suiting the brand. A
tonic scent that’s kind of a twist on Eau Sauvage.’

7

8

8 Jean Paul Gaultier Le Mâle ‘Brilliant
packaging and bottles – it was so outrageous putting
it in a tin! This was also the fragrance that launched
Francis Kurkdjian’s career, of course.’
9 Miss Dior Original ‘Such a cherished
name. I worked with the perfumer Jean Carles’ son,
Marcel, at one time. I think I still have a copy of the
original formula for this, somewhere!’

Givenchy
Ysatis ‘Stunning
bottle – another Pierre
Dinand special.’
10

9

10

11

Perfumer’s
Guild ‘Aside from
“Society”, we used
family names for the
perfumes – including
those of our
daughters.’
11
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first whiffs

latest launches
Let’s get this party
started! This edition,
we’re cracking open the
many celebration-ready
creations unveiled
recently – every one
perfect for making an
entrance

THE VELVET COLLECTION
Our latest Discovery Box has to be our
most sumptuous yet, with nine
luscious fragrances, two beautiful
‘extras’ (from Cochine and philosophy)
– plus a bar of the new Green &
Black’s Velvet Edition 70% Dark
Orange & Almond! The box is
£15.00 to VIPs/£19.00 to non-VIPs at
perfumesociety.org/SHOP – and
includes these delights (and more):

● MAP OF THE HEART Gold Heart v.4
● FLORAL STREET Chypre Sublime
● ATKINSONS Pirates’ Grand Reserve
● LALIQUE Rêve d’Infini
● RUTH MASTENBROEK Firedance
● AVERY ‘E’
● VALEUR ABSOLUE Rouge Passion

✶
new

THE FRAGRANCE FAMILIES
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As scentophiles know, fragrances fall into different ‘families’. So we’ve used the same classification system for launches
as on our perfumesociety.org website. Just look for the coloured strip above the name of the perfume, which is your
visual clue to the families. These are listed below. Most of us are drawn to a specific family/families: once you know
which you fall into, that colour can act as a cue – and help you take a short-cut to the ones you may want to try first.

AL
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U

RM

AN

D

FOUGERE

ACQUA DI PARMA

AMOUAGE

Note di Colonia IV

Beach Hut Woman

This latest in Acqua di Parma’s very
shareable, most exclusive and
lavishly-packaged collection is inspired
(as are all the Note di Colonia
creations) by an Italian opera – here,
Puccini’s ‘Manon Lescaut’, with its
celebration of love and passion. Green
mandarin and bergamot put
brightness centre stage in the opening
accord, giving way to a crescendo of
orange blossom and honeyed Turkish
rose, with a rousing finale of opopanax,
cistus labdanum and patchouli.
£280 for 150ml eau de Cologne
acquadiparma.com

Counterpart to Amouage Beach Hut
Man, this is inspired by serene
beaches in winter, the coolness of sea
air, the howls of huge waves. Unused
beach huts, once loved in summer,
are beaten by cold winds. Broken
shells sit upon dried grasses.
Driftwood, the main pillar of the
scent, is peppered with bergamot
and a mineral accord, adding a
coolness that stays with you while
Ambroxan and patchouli deliver
depth and cosiness on the skin.
£240 for 100ml eau de parfum
selfridges.com

ATELIER COLOGNE

AVON

Café Tuberosa

Eva Duet

Contrasting light and dark, Café
Tuberosa pairs the opulent white
flower with a dark, rich, aromatic
espresso accord. Part of AC’s Avant
Garde collection, encounter bergamot
and tangerine notes adding
brightness to the otherwise heady
floralcy of tuberose. (Even tuberose
refuseniks who’ve smelled this just
love it.) Cacao absolue and vanilla give
sweet creaminess to the bitterness of
espresso – intriguing and delicious, we
could sip a coffee like this all day.
£65 for 30ml Cologne absolue
selfridges.com

‘Eva’ refers to its ‘face’, va-va-voomy
actress Eva Mendes – but what caught
our eye is the innovative bottle,
dual-ended so that you can layer the
fragrances for a bespoke combination.
The fruity-floral Sensual ‘end’ offers
clementine, apple blossom, pink dawn
water lily, jasmine and peony, amber,
blonde woods and skin musk – but just
flip it over to enjoy Radiance, with
juicy citrus, blonde woods, apple and
waterlily, temptingly wrapped in
addictive praline musk.
£20 for 2 x 25ml eaux de parfum
avon.uk.com

AMOUROUD

Agarwood

Far more light-filled and floral than
the name may suggest, this is all
waxy white jasmine tempered with
the darker, velvety nuances of oudh
wood beneath. Whatever you do,
don’t be put off by the mention of
the o-word – we promise this is a
whisper rather than a scream!
Seriously sumptuous, Agarwood Noir
calls for full-length slinky silk gowns
and a certain amount of hip wiggling
while you’re at it. Full-on glam to set
the senses craving.
£166 for 100ml eau de parfum
harrods.com

BULY

Eau Triple Makassar

Don’t ask us quite how they’ve done
it, but Buly – the Parisian emporium
just opening an oh-wow!-storewithin-a-store in Selfridges (see p.XX)
– have found a way to use water,
rather than alcohol, as the base for
fragrance, offering a unique range of
12 scents. Most seasonally perfect,
we think, is this swirling woodyOriental miasma of tobacco, iris,
frankincense and deep, earthily dark
woods that really go the distance on
skin. Clever, clever stuff.
£156 for 75ml eau triple
selfridges.com
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CARVEN

CHLOE

CLIVE CRISTIAN

Paris-Sao Paolo

Absolu De Parfum

Addictive Arts Hypnotic

Inspired by Madame Carven’s love of
travel, this new seven-strong fragrance
collection captures an olfactory
journey in every bottle. Paris-Sao Paulo
fuses fresh bergamot with a cheeky
little cocktail of rum and cinnamon,
sprinkled with cardamom seeds. Rock
rose rambles over heady orange
blossom, a sticky but sexy patchouli
gets twirled up with tonka bean and
vanilla smooths the whole mix for a
soothing dry-down after all that
perfumed partying.
£140 for 100ml eau de parfum
selfridges.com

Doesn’t time fly? Amazingly, Chloé are
blowing out the candles on a 10th
birthday cake in celebration of the
anniversary of the launch of Michel
Almairac’s signature Chloé fragrance
– and the perfumer’s reprised the
original in an intensified, richer limited
edition. Signature notes of rose, vanilla
and patchouli are enhanced by Grasse
rosa Centifolia, and enfolded by warm
vanilla, in a collector’s edition bottle
that’s all dressed up – and will
definitely go places.
£75 for 50ml absolu de parfum
johnlewis.com

Clive Christian’s six-strong, ultraexclusive Addictve Arts collection
shows a daring new side of this British
perfume house, via AddictiveFusion
ingredients – a form of headspace
technology which sets out to capture
the scents of mood- and mindenhancing narcotics, including
wormwood (absinthe), coca (cocaine)
and opium poppy. We’ll certainly be
back for more of this smoky, rich,
spiced Oriental blend of amber and
myrrh, mosses, patchouli and vetiver.
£525 for 75ml eau de parfum
clivechristian.com

CONNOCK LONDON

DIOR

DKNY

Andiroba

J’Adore L’or

Be Delicious Icy Apple

Immerse yourself in the lushness of a
leafy Amazonian rainforest with a
lusciously green scent which can
transform a cold, wet day into a
steamily mysterious encounter. Citrus
accords of bergamot, lemon and
Brazilian orange offer a quenching
that feels like a gentle mist, with the
floral heart of iris and violet a cool
breeze atop the deep, earthy base of
creamy sandalwood, cedar and musk,
alongside fluttering hints of lavender
and Peruvian pink pepper.
£75 for 100ml eau de parfum
connocklondon.co.uk

J’adore lovers: François Demachy is
about to make you very, very happy.
Not only does this Dior limited edition
offer a collectible twist on the iconic
amphora design, with its gold
‘necklace’ – but Dior’s perfumer has
deftly played with the ingredients,
enriching the signature of Grasse
jasmine and May rose, Tahitian vanilla,
ylang ylang and heady tuberose by
selecting more intense, richer
essences. A single drop on each
pulse-point makes for a divine sillage.
£104 for 40ml essence de parfum
dior.com

Inspired by winter in Central Park, the
delicious-in-every-way New York
classic is reinvented with a sparkly
white cap evoking snow-topped
trees. (There’s a similarly frosted
version of its moreish ‘sister’ scent,
Be Tempted, too.) It bursts with fruits
in the top – Champagne mango fuses
with juicy pomelo for an irresistibly
delicious cocktail – while a trio of
flowers dance playfully in the heart,
leading to a scrumptious base of
musk, white woods and vanilla.
£41 for 50ml eau de toilette
theperfumeshop.com
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DOLCE&GABBANA

ERIS PARFUMS

MX

Tubereuse Manifest

From Dolce & Gabbana’s opulent and
aptly-named Velvet line-up, a truly
exquisite tribute to Oriental perfumery,
‘inspired by the palette of the
Mediterranean and the sweet balsams
of Arabia’. Labdanum resin is veiled by
powdery iris, unfolding to opopanax
and resinous myrrh. The rich tone of
the juice itself is echoed by the
dry-down of ambery woods – and as
for that ‘skin’ in the name, this melds
with yours deliciously, inviting closer
olfactory inspection.
£200 for 50ml eau de parfum
harrods.com

MX can replace Miss, Mr., Mrs. or Ms.
And this scent is as unisex as the name
implies – but with a distinctly sizzling
sexiness that plays differently on male
and female skins. Tingling ginger,
saffron and vetiver are liberally
sprinkled with black pepper, then
decadently swirled into a creamy
cuddle of cedar and sandalwood. With
seriously addictive notes of cacao,
brown sugar-like benzoin, and an
animalic waft of castoreum, it’s a
throaty purr that’s hard to resist.
£113 for 50ml eau de parfum
erisparfums.com

Inspired by transformative and
provocative art movements
throughout history, brilliant perfumer
Cécile Zarokian turns the traditional
tuberose (too heady for some, too
screechy for others) on its head. Taking
the Surrealists as her cue, discover
tuberose amid boozy rum, laden with
Roman chamomile, green notes,
davana and rose absolute, on a bed of
iris, labdanum, vanilla absolute and a
buttery leather dry-down you’ll want to
bury your nose in forever.
£175 for 100ml eau de parfum
At Jovoy Mayfair

FRÉDÉRIC MALLE

GALLIVANT

GLOSSIER

Frédéric Malle doesn’t launch a new
scent every day – but his newest is
worth the wait. A harmonious accord
of two precious roses (Bulgarian rose
essence and Turkish rose absolute), it’s
a joyful intermingling of two examples
of the flower known as ‘the queen of
perfume ingredients’. Pierced through
with crisp apple, punctuated by pink
pepper and clove on bed of velvety
smooth patchouli, cypriol and
labdanum, this is a Promise we
certainly want to keep.
£245 for 100ml eau de parfum
harrods.com

From an exciting British perfume
house dedicated to ‘urban explorers’,
this invites us to pound the pavements
of Berlin, enjoying its many and varied
attractions – from swimming in the
lakes on the edge of the city to the
gritty, indoor (sometimes even
underground) landscape of ‘leather,
smoke, spices, cups of black tea’.
Make the trip via an interplay of
woody, spicy and zesty notes including
clementine, black pepper, black tea,
vetiver, cedarwood and patchouli.
£65 for 30ml eau de parfum
roullierwhite.com

Like many a soft musk, this is a scent
that evolves throughout the day,
adapting to your skin. A touch of
sparkling pink pepper brightens to iris
root, before melting into the three
base notes that conjure a scent so
soft you can almost touch it.
Ambrette, Ambroxan and musk meld
together to create something downy,
long-lasting and comforting. Like
clean skin, a mother’s hug, fresh
sheets, here is a scent so familiar, it
could be you.
£45 for 50ml eau de parfum
glossier.com

Velvet Amber Skin

Promise

Berlin

EVODY

You
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Rouge Cardinal

HERVÉ GAMBS

Green Almond & Redcurrant

JO MALONE LONDON

JULIETTE HAS A GUN

First discovered by us during Parisian
perfumed peregrinations, we couldn’t
be happier that the fragrances from
French interior designer Hervé Gambs
have landed here at Harvey Nichols,
where you can discover three entire
collections: Riviera-inspired Colognes
Intenses, woody Eaux de Parfum Noir,
and Parfums Couture – of which this is
a decadent Oriental Chypre fusing
orange flowers, incense, patchouli and
vanilla, all deliciously and moreishly
laced with cocoa.
£155 for 100ml eau de parfum
harveynichols.com

And now for something completely
visually different from Jo Malone
London, who embrace the ‘Colourful
Christmas’ theme with this limited
edition candy pink bottle and pebblesmooth white cap (which we predict
will fly, fly, fly off the shelf). Inside? Take
a bite of this unusual ‘gourmand
Cologne’, which contrasts green
almond and tart redcurrant with sweet
tonka bean, all underpinned by
cedarwood’s strength. (Also available
as a darling candy-striped candle.)
£94 for 100ml Cologne
jomalone.co.uk

Inspired by the birthplace of classic
Chypre ingredients – Cyprus, from
where the fragrance family gets its
name – and the word copper, which
also shares its etymology (kupros) with
the island, it seemed only natural to
link these twin evocations within a
single perfume. Shimmering with
bergamot and spicy pink berries, the
slippery liquidity of iris and a shadowy
patchouli melt into the warmth of
suede, extreme amber, Ambroxan and
a positively addictive tonka absolute.
£220 for 75ml eau de parfum
harrods.com

L’ARTISAN PARFUMEUR

LALIQUE

Metal Chypre

LUSH

Un Air De Bretagne

Illusion Captive

Amelie Mae

The beautiful marbled box for this
proudly declares Juliette
Karagueuzoglu as its perfumer – and
she’s done a grand job of capturing
the Brittany coast in the bottle itself,
lashed by mineralic winds and stormy
seas and with a definite seaweed tang
in the air, from its seaspray accord.
Ambergris continues the ocean
theme, alongside neroli, cedarleaf and
cypress absolute (from LMR Naturals).
We truly find ourselves beckoned by it
into into the great outdoors.
£109 for 100ml eau de parfum
artisanparfumeur.com

Here’s a thing of true beauty both
inside and out – a Chypre so
seamlessly composed, it’s almost
impossible to identify any individual
ingredients. Sexy and dark with bursts
of freshness, the perfumer Karine
Dubreuil echoed the way the light
shines through the bottle, with sunny
bolts of bergamot. Rich cedar and
labdanum add to the golden glow of
the juice, which is housed in a
dragonfly-esque flacon reminiscent of
René Lalique’s first jewellery designs.
£220 for 100ml eau de parfum
lalique.com

Lush’s fine fragrance collection has a
fresh look – and a new collection,
Volume IV, designed to evoke a sense
of ‘home’, mixing familiarity and
reassurance. Amelie Mae is ‘a perfume
garden’, created for Head Perfumer
Simon Constantine’s daughter Amelie,
who requested ‘raspberry, roses,
lavender and flowers’ – and the result
is this enchanting sugared floral, which
skips alongside scents with evocative
names like ‘What Would Love Do?’
and, simply, ‘I’m Home’.
From £19 for 30ml perfume
uk.lush.com
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MAISON FRANCIS KURKDJIAN

MUGLER LES EXCEPTIONS

ORMONDE JAYNE

As opulent as perfume gets: MFK’s
extrait versions are in the grandest
style of French perfumery, here
boosting both the strength and
radiance of the fragrance’s floral,
amber-y, woody character. Egyptian
jasmine, saffron and Moroccan almond
introduce flourishes of cedarwood,
musky woods and ambergris, which
soften and deepen. The jewel-like
scarlet of the bottle echoes the single
teardrop crystal which is Baccarat’s
signature, on their chandeliers.
£295 for 70ml extrait de parfum
harrods.com

This is a floral – but not as we know it
(and of course we’d expect nothing
less from Thierry Mugler). Described
as a ‘floral brioche with a palette of
contrasting white flowers’, lily of the
valley and sambac jasmine absolute
are given an overdose of orange
blossom absolute – but it’s JeanChristophe Hérault’s inspiration to add
a ‘bakery dimension’ via an element of
warm brioche absolute and bread-like
bran absolute which deliver that
expected/unexpected Mugler twist.
£135 for 80ml eau de parfum
harrods.com

Ormonde Jayne are known for their
characterful, provocatively sensual
scents, with Ambre Royal continuing
that seductive story. Enticingly green
notes flow into orange absolute and
bergamot for a golden glimmer
amplified by the milky floral heart of
jasmine, orchid, osmanthus and rose.
Warm amber’s dusted with orris, a
crackle of cedar and a salty Ambroxan,
tonka, patchouli and musk base.
Regal, refined and one to be revered,
it’s luminously powerful.
£110 for 50ml eau de parfum
ormondejayne.com

Baccarat Rouge Extrait

PARFUMS DE MARLY

Wonder Bouquet

PARTERRE

Ambre Royal

SANA JARDIN

Delina Exclusif

A Tribute to Edith

Celestial Patchouli

The Delina original has proved such a
scented success that Parfums de Marly
have built on the fragrant foundations
to deliver a delicious twist – with
perhaps more of womanly wiggle to
its character. Less fruity (rhubarb
replaced by grapefruit for added
sparkle), with an extra dusting of
powder and smoky incense at the very
heart, it’s the swish of a heavy satin
gown, flickering candlelight and
romantic glances reflected in the
mirrors of a ballroom.
£210 for 75ml eau de parfum
selfridges.com

This is one of a trio heralding the
launch of a new, proudly British
perfume house. Parterre’s USP is
harvesting and distilling botanicals at
Keyneston Mill in the West Country,
which are then blended by the
Chabert family of ‘noses’ (Jacques and
daughter Carla) into very shareable
scents. This wraps rose in locallygrown yarrow and geranium beside
boozy whiskey, tart rhubarb, and it
smoulders with sandalwood, patchouli
and benzoin in the end-game.
From £120 for 50ml
fortnumandmason.com

The journey of Sana Jardin – the
socially responsible perfume house
featured in The Scented Letter ‘Scents
of Place’ edition – continues with a
toastily warm patchouli set to thrill
lovers of that grounding, aphrodisiac
note. Rose, jasmine, osmanthus and
Moroccan orris are deepened by
cinnamon bark, Australian
sandalwood, leather and the signature
patchouli. A true magic carpet ride in
bottle, this – to far-flung, exotic and
fabulously fragrant places.
£180 for 100ml eau de parfum
harrods.com
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THAMEEN

Kiani

Signature

TIFFANY

TRISH McEVOY

Named for the Kiani Crown of Persia,
Thameen continue their jewelled
olfactory adventure by evoking a
precious object studded with 300
emeralds, 1800 rubies and pearls,
peppered with diamonds, gold and
silver. Symbolising the divine powers
of the Kiani dynasty – a semi-mythical
family who ruled Persia over 2500
years ago – cedrat twinkles amid sage
and green pepper, as ginger and
cumin dry to an elegantly unisex
French lavender and woody musk.
£145 for 50ml eau de parfum
selfridges.com

This is big, big news: a Daniela Andrier
creation which – in its fabulous,
faceted bottle – dazzles and sparkles
like one of Tiffany’s gems, inside and
out, putting this fabled name firmly
back on the fragrance map. Iris is the
hero element – an olfactory echo of an
early Tiffany sketch for an iris brooch,
circa 1900 – which is brightened by
green mandarin and further softened
by musks and patchouli, as it’s
skin-warmed. And oh, the Tiffany
blue outer box…!
From £52 for 30ml eau de parfum
debenhams.com

Maybe you revere Trish McEvoy as a
make-up genius. What’s less wellknown is that she’s also passionate
about perfume, with a scent portfolio
worth sniffing out when you’re next
near her counter. 100, Trish explains, is
for people ‘who want to feel, to give,
and to get 100% in every aspect of
their life.’ Call it bottled positivity – a
luminous fusion of lychee, blackberry,
incense, rosa Centifolia, jasmine,
cypriol, tonka bean, leather, musk and
Ambrox. We’re 100% keen.
£155 for 50ml eau de parfum
selfridges.com

VALENTINO

VAN CLEEF & ARPELS

YSL
Le Vestiaire De Parfums

Donna Noir Absolu

A decadent plunge into deeper,
darker realms of the original Donna,
here perfumer Sonia Constant
lavishes succulent rose with
lashings of plum liquor, garnished
by freshly ground black pepper to
set the senses tingling before
sighing contentedly into the base
of black leather and sandalwood.
And can we just mention the
stunningly tactile bottle? This is one
to get you noticed – and remain in
the minds of others.
£116.50 for 100ml eau de parfum
harrods.com
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Rêve De Cashmere

This VC&A scent’s name translates to
‘dream of cashmere’ – and sings a
song of hygge, of cosiness. Homely
and warm, soothing, while retaining
an air of sophistication – much like
wearing your favourite cashmere
jumper. Comforting yet chic leather
and patchouli entwine to create a hint
of darkness, while an intriguing black
vanilla adds a soft sweetness. Last of
all, creamy sandalwood is shrouded in
velvety musks creating a scent so
downy, it’s almost touchably soft.
£252 for 75ml eau de parfum
harrods.com

100

Sleek Suede

YSL’s ‘Le Vestiaire’ collection takes its
inspiration from the designer’s
signature fabrics and garments – from
Safari jackets to flower prints. Two new
additions are Magnificent Gold
(evoking rich embroidery via vanilla
and white oudh), and the velvety Sleek
Suede, which offers up cocoa bean
and black oudh at its charismatic
heart, draping the skin with resinous
balsam fir, patchouli absolute, vanilla
– and a grind of black pepper. And
you’ll wear it well…
£195 for 75ml eau de parfum
johnlewis.com

the men’s room

AMOUROUD

ARAMIS

ATKINSONS

Oud After Dark

Modern Leather

Pirates’ Grand Reserve

The house of Amouroud continues to
celebrate the refined use of oudh
within fine perfumery – successfully
converting non-oudh-lovers, on the
way. Founded by the same team
behind the Perfumer’s Workshop
(famed for the 70s classic Tea Rose),
this is a black velvet swathe of woody
seduction to waft as you walk.
Mysteriously memorable, aromatically
dry and peppered with spices – and if
fragrances transport you, we’re
somewhere dreamy.
£166 for 100ml eau de parfum
At Harrods

‘Flankers’ abound in the world of male
perfumery – but this doesn’t happen
every day, folks. Aramis – one of
masculine perfumery’s groundbreaking, enduring classics (born 1964)
– has been given a rare twist, its classic
leathery base lifted by notes of basil,
thyme and geranium. The notable
floral heart continues to pulse robustly
here, while luxurious flourishes of oak
moss and patchouli bring it bang up
to date. In fact, Aramis, can we say
you’re wearing rather well?
From £55 for 60ml eau de parfum
johnlewis.com

A swaggering scent fit for buccaneers
who want to smell as exotically
bohemian as they look. Here, the
plundered cargo consists of chocolate,
aged rum and a swirl of vanilla
encompassing armfuls of full-bodied
blooms of jasmine, heliotrope and
geranium. Allow yourself to be
charmed by this daringly romantic
homage to ‘gentleman pirate’ Sir
Francis Drake and his epic voyages of
discovery to realms unknown.Highly
ornate – but to be worn with a snarl,
£120 for 100ml eau de parfum
harrods.com

BEAUFORT LONDON

Iron Duke

Momentum Night Edition

BENTLEY

DOLCE&GABBANA

We’ve had the ‘Come Hell or
Highwater’ collection; now the first of
Beaufort’s Revenants makes its
presence known, created as a fragrant
tribute to the Duke of Wellington,
Arthur Wellesley. Mischievously
powerful, there’s a misty booziness
that beckons you deeper to a leathery,
animalic dry down that’s nothing short
of fabulously filthy. One to be worn in
inclement weather while swathed in a
cape and riding a stallion (or, you
know, strolling to the shops).
£95 for 50ml eau de parfum
beaufortlondon.com

Perfumer Mylène Alran revs up
Bentley’s fragrance portfolio with ‘an
ode to the charm and mystery of
nightlife in the city’, spicing mysterious
woods (cedarwood, vetiver, patchouli)
with pink pepper and nutmeg
alongside a bracing green element,
duly delivering an ‘elixir’ with a
seriously after-dark vibe. As ever with
Bentley, the status symbol flacon for
this Harrods exclusive is a key element
of its allure, its geometric lines a nod
to Art Deco.
£110 for 100ml eau de parfum
At Harrods

Continuing the trend for richer, more
intense fragrances for men, bask in this
exotic addition to Dolce & Gabbana’s
opulent Velvet line-up, inspired by the
rich Arabic heritage of the Italian
island of Sicily. Amber Sun is suffused
with trails of sweet-scented olibanum
(incense), wafting through ambery
woods and patchouli, then softened
by sandalwood and vanilla. We’re
loving the deep bronze of the ‘juice’
itself, too – as if the warmth of the sun
has truly been bottled.
£325 fpr 100ml eau de parfum
harrods.com

Velvet Amber Sun
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CREED

DAVID BECKHAM

Respect

Givenchy Gentleman

Creed’s bestselling Aventus is an
incredibly hard act to follow – but
Viking, their first new men’s scent in
seven years, is spicy, striking, all-round
delicious and equally big and bold.
(Perhaps, accordingly, best suited to a
man who makes his own rules). Tingly
peppermint and pink peppercorns
lead on to a rose infused with clove
– and the ultra-masculine base of
vetiver, patchouli, lavandin and
sandalwood makes for a fiery scent
that commands respect.
£185 for 50ml eau de parfum
selfridges.com

He rarely put a foot wrong on the
pitch – and has never done so when it
comes to fragrance, either. This is very
much to be worn on elegant, nonsporty occasions, however – a
dressed-up blend which kicks off with
grapefruit and watermelon, spiced
with pink pepper, leading to aromatic
heart notes of basil and lavender,
warmed by cardamom, before Respect
enters extra time with a long-lasting
woody signature shaped by vetiver,
moss and patchouli.
From £33.95 for 90ml
boots.com

With Aaron Taylor-Johnson as its
‘face’, Givenchy Gentleman is a
completely new scent which takes the
name of one of the classics in
masculine perfumery and emblazons it
on a pleasingly sculptural flask. Early
on, juicy pear and cardamom have
their moment in the spotlight, but key
to the construction is the softest of
floral notes – iris – putting an
interesting twist on the fougère family,
alongside the traditional signature
elegance of lavender and vanilla.
£48 for 50ml eau de toilette
boots.com

Viking

GUERLAIN

HUGO BOSS

GIVENCHY

ISSEY MIYAKE

Le Frenchy

Boss The Scent Intense

L’Eau Majeure D’Issey

Take it from us: zees ees superbe!
Oh-so-very-Guerlain, it refreshes with
a blast of bergamot, lemon, verbena
and petitgrain, swelling into a heart of
sage, lavender and neroli, warming
sexily on the skin as tonka, ambergris
and vetiver are revealed. In its red,
white and blue bottle, Thierry Wasser
has created here a quintessential,
laid-back and – yes – indubitably
French intense Cologne. And while
ostensibly for men, we’ve already
claimed this for our own.
£175 for 100ml eau de parfum
At Selfridges

As we enter the season of rich,
opulent spices, here’s a perfect scent
for intimate nights in front of a roaring
fire beneath a faux fur rug with a
bottle of the finest Cognac.
Introduced with spicy waves of
cardamom and ginger, the signature
richness of maninka fruit in Boss The
Scent’s heart is sweetened to
positively addictive effect by vanilla,
and given several whipcracks of
leather, ramping up the magnetism.
Sexy in the extreme.
From £54 for 50ml eau de parfum
theperfumeshop.com

A rolling wave strokes smooth the salty
driftwood, water caressing and
shaping the wood until it appears
sculpted by human hand. As elegant
and refined as one would always hope
from Issey Miyake, who’ve always set
the minimalistic mark for fragrances,
this one dives deeper than you’d
suppose for a softly addictive, go-to
scent you’ll be reaching for on a daily
basis. Crisp yet calming, smooth but
with a rugged underbelly, we’re
hoisting the sail.
£43 for 30ml eau de toilette
theperfumeshop.com
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JEROBOAM

LACOSTE

Vespero

L’Homme

Dedicated to ‘urban night owls’,
Vespero gets the evening going with a
blast of bergamot, apple and pink
grapefruit before sashaying its way
into the opulent heart of cedarwood,
geranium, leather and jasmine. Base
notes leave an enigmatic trail of
patchouli, a sizzling amber woodiness
and intoxicating musk – and at extrait
strength, a little goes a long way!
Described as ‘resolutely masculine’, it’s
fabulous on female skin, too (so watch
your bottles, chaps!)
£90 for 30ml extrait
At Jovoy Mayfair

You can read the fascinating history of
tennis legend René Lacoste on our
website: tenacious, elegant, a true
style-setter (the crocodile synonymous
with his name began as an emblem on
his blazer). Lacoste continues to blaze
a trail via this confident blend, with
mandarin, sweet orange, quince and
tart rhubarb in the energetic opener,
warming up with black pepper,
jasmine, ginger and almond before
delivering a final victory smash of
amber, musk, vanilla and Akigalawood.
From £33 for 50ml eau de toilette
debenhams.com

PRADA

TOM FORD

PENHALIGON’S

Mr. Harrod

A new pal for the fragrant folk in the
Penhaligon’s aristocratic portraits
clan – and a decidedly dashing one
at that – Mr. Harrod is sweet, spicy
and all things nice. Delightfully juicy
notes of spiced plum and raspberry
add interest to the welcomingly
warm base of oudh, tobacco and
patchouli. Ambergris purrs with an
opulent cloud of jasmine in the
heart of this rich creation, which
enfolds you in an olfactory bear-hug.
Strong – but oh-so-approachable.
£185 for 50ml eau de parfum
harrods.com

VALENTINO

L’Homme Intense

Private Blend Oud Wood
Intense

Uomo Noir Absolu

Enriched and deepened, L’Homme
Prada Intense ‘explores the essence of
male identity’, taking us on a journey
of discovery with a new complexity
that sets out ‘to investigate the
contradictions at the heart of the
Prada man.’ We’d certainly like to
investigate him after sniffing this,
which is supply powdered with iris,
patchouli tempered by the toasted,
nutty sweetness of tonka bean. The
interplay of hard and soft is developed
beautifully throughout.
£76 for 100ml eau de parfum
houseoffraser.co.uk

Tom Ford just keeps ‘em coming –
and if you thought the oudh trend was
fading, think again. This luxurious
package weaves agarwood through
ginger, angelica root, cypress, juniper,
castoreum, cypress, juniper, sage,
moss, vetiver and patchouli, piling on
the woodsiness still further with
sandalwood and guaiac, before
wrapping the whole smouldering mix
in a smoky cloud of incense. Fiery and
earthy, animalic and – well, who’s
surprised? – dirty-in-a-good-way.
£210 for 50ml eau de parfum
johnlewis.com

A swarthy male companion to the
deeply intriguing feminine version,
Noir Absolu is perfumer Sophie
Labbé’s contemporary take on the
mystique of the Oriental fragrance. Iris
is something of a Valentino signature,
representing the refined yet modern
cut of their garments and the man
who wears them. Peppered incense
drifts into smooth sandalwood,
cinnamon and resins for a dashingly
dandyish Italian sense of style, housed
in an envy-inducing, tactile bottle.
£85 for 100ml eau de parfum
harrods.com
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it takes me right back

“

I am a child of the eighties
the art of swindle and smuggling.
born in a Communist country,
And 3) when you grow up with
with memories mainly of having
nothing, even a little something
nothing – and how that nothing
makes you super-happy.
belonged to everyone. There is a
So, on the 6th December in
saying in Poland that during the
the middle of the 1980s, a little
Communist era, there was nothing
girl in the north of Poland had
in the shops, only vinegar and lard.
the best Saint Nicholas’s Day that
And certainly you couldn’t just go
she ever remembered. It was a
and buy whatever you fancied –
very frosty morning. The sky was
not just at Christmas, but any time
steel grey, with some sporadic
of year.
snowflakes falling here and there –
Since I moved to the UK, 11
a typical early winter’s day. Typical
years ago, I haven’t made it home
you’d say, except for one slight
for Christmas – either due to
difference: a package had arrived
work schedules or ridiculously
overnight, next to my pillow. It felt
overpriced plane tickets. So,
a bit heavy, wrapped in baby blue
every time someone mentions
wrapping paper printed all over
Christmas, I got a little emotional
with tiny snowmen.
– and sometimes teary. But
Not only was it impossible to
over a drink on a work trip with
get a fancy wrapping paper like
colleagues a few years back,
this back then, what was hidden
when chat turned to plans for
within was… oranges! Two juicy
the holidays, it was simply talking
oranges! Not one, but TWO!
about a remembered smell that
With thick peel, which smelled
brought home to me how much I
like heaven to me. Like I imagined
miss Christmas at home – and how
Christmas should smell; sweet with
powerful olfactory memories are.
just the right contrast of sour, and
Spending the festive season far
Life in Poland required
slight underlying notes of bitter
imagination, growing up. You had
pith hiding under that thick skin.
from home, a whiff of orange is
money; we had ration coupons.
Those oranges made me the
the olfactory ghost of Christmas
You had shop shelves filled with
happiest kid under the sun that
custard creams and Garibaldis; we
day! Not only had I been given
past for Kasia Dunckley
really did only have vinegar and
fruit unavailable in any shops – I
lard in the shops. (Even that was
had two of them! (Not to mention
rationed – and all of somewhat
the fact that they’d been delivered
low quality.) When you were growing up with Milky Bars,
in a funky wrapping paper.) It is hard to describe how
After Eights and Terry’s Chocolate Oranges, chillies,
extraordinary and exciting that smell was. But even
lemons and clementines, I could only dream of
today when I buy navel oranges, I can recall that
your standard sweets or citrus fruits. It just
exact moment. And although I now live in a
wasn’t a thing behind the Iron Curtain. If
land of abundant citrus fruits, they make me
you were lucky to know someone who
feel as happy as the kid I was back then.
mastered the art of contraband, you
Sadly, this Christmas won’t be any
could have had some of the Western
different to every year, since I moved
European treats: bubblegum or
to the UK. I will shed a tear, miss my
German chocolates.
parents back in my home country.
But once, when I was five or six
And when the first star appears in the
years old, I experienced my own little
sky on Christmas Eve, I will call them,
Christmas miracle. First, though, a
surrounded by my little family, passing
few facts. 1) Prior to Christmas, on 6th
wishes for the holiday time and oncoming
December, we observe Saint Nicholas’s
New Year. And the air in my home will be
Day, when kids wait for him to come and put
filled with delicious, rich smells of traditional
presents under their pillow. 2) My Dad’s friend used
Polish cooking – pierced through by wafts of
to travel around Europe, and just so happened to master
gentle and bittersweet oranges…

”

“ Sweet with just the right contrast of sour, and slight
underlying notes of bitter pith hiding under that thick skin”
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